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CANADIAN EXPERTISE IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT: PART II.

Introduction

This section is composed of two computer studies. The first is a review of all dissertations registered with the University Microfilms International of Ann Arbor Michigan written in Canadian institutions in the following subject areas: economic development, rural development, agriculture, and resource sector development; fisheries, forestry, and minerals. A package of 769 titles was produced and from this 102 theses were found to intersect these subject areas with the social sciences.

Each title is denoted by a listing number and is displayed in the following format:
1. Institution,
2. Author and Year,
3. Country of study,
4. Subject area, and
5. Page reference to print out.

While all recent theses were included, there were three interesting historical items which could not be discarded: A.J. Madill's thesis of 1930 from the University of Toronto, "A History of Agricultural Education in Ontario;" Thomas W. Grindley's 1929 University of Minnesota thesis, "Economic Aspects of Single-Cropping Systems in Western Canada;" and, "A Study of the Production of Horses and the Comparative Utilisation of Animal and Mechanical Power," by Howard B. Sommerfeld, University of Minnesota, 1932. These three dissertations both reflect and contrast with issues current in the development of LDC agricultural sectors.

A second similar study was made of the Social Science Citation Index for authors giving Canadian institutional addresses. Some 113 references were selected from a total of 499 items. The format is similar, showing under each reference number:
1. Institutional affiliation,
2. Author
3. Country of study,
4. Subject / field, and
5. Page reference to print-out.

The information has been organised into four listings; by institution and by subject area for the S.S.C.I. and the dissertations. The reader may make preliminary quantitative and qualitative comparisons of the universities on the basis of this information.

It should be born in mind, however, that the information contained in these print-outs is of good calibre but not totally inclusive. Not all Canadian universities subscribe to the dissertation listing service of U.M.I. The University of Alberta is not listed as a participating institution yet many references were found. Thus the reader should be aware that there may be some variability in coverage when making comparisons. Cross checking with lists sent by those universities that did provide them (see appendicies in Part I) does, nevertheless, show a good degree of coverage.

The product of these searches showed the following general characteristics: for the S.S.C.I. topics in political economy, general or macro-economics, and other large scale perspectives accounted for 48 per cent of the listings. Topics on the mineral sector accounted for 3 per cent; fisheries 9 per cent, forestry 4 per cent, and agriculture was the second largest with 36 per cent. The dissertations were quite similar: general topics: 47 per cent, forestry zero, fisheries 11 per cent, mineral sector 4 per cent, and agriculture 37 per cent.

This résumé provides only a brief sketch of the contents; a good deal of interesting material is in the substance of the following pages.
ALPHABETICAL UNIVERSITY LISTING: DISSERTATIONS

(1) 1. University of Alberta  
2. Thakur, A.P.S. (1978)  
3. Guyana  
4. Impact of Mechanisation of rice industry  
5. Reference p. 10

(2) 1. University of Alberta  
3. Algeria  
4. Organisation of workers in Agriculture and Industry  
5. p. 11

(3) 1. University of Alberta  
3. India  
4. Economic analysis of energy use in agricultural modernisation  
5. p. 19

(4) 1. University of Alberta  
2. Teklemariam, Y. (1977)  
3. Ethiopia  
4. Economic analysis of investment in agricultural water projects  
5. p. 60

(5) 1. University of Alberta  
3. Fiji  
4. Study of Social, economic, and political transformation  
5. p. 61

(6) 1. University of Alberta  
2. Mathema, P.R.  
3. Nepal  
4. Economic analysis of cereal grain prices in Nepal  
5. p. 71

(7) 1. University of Alberta  
3. Ethiopia  
4. Interregional competition in agriculture  
5. p. 72
1. University of Alberta
2. Thoburn, T. (1972)
3. Malaysia
4. Exports in economic development of W. Malaysia

2. University of Calgary
2. Lemieux, G.H. (1975)
3. Costa Rica
4. Responses to 1963-65 Volcanic ashfalls
5. p. 63

3. Carleton University
3. Zambia
4. Agricultural Marketing boards and agricultural development
5. p. 6

4. Carleton University
3. Costa Rica
4. Fisheries, optimal management of renewable resources
5. p. 6

5. Carleton University
2. Vergara, A. (1979)
3. Ecuador
4. Money in Economic Development
5. p. 11

6. Carleton University
2. Indode, J.B. (1979)
3. Nigeria
4. Role of bureaucracy in development: Bendel State
5. p. 13

1. Concordia University
3. Cameroon
4. Planning economic development in a Federal State
5. p. 42

1. Concordia University
3. Colombia
4. Impact of commodity price distortions on the development of agricultural sector in third world countries:
5. p. 5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Dalhousie University</td>
<td>Das Gupta, M. (1978)</td>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
<td>Distribution of benefits from growth in rural India</td>
<td>p. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>University of Guelph</td>
<td>Roberts, W.A. (1972)</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td></td>
<td>Economic (historical) study of plantocracy</td>
<td>p. 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Universite Laval</td>
<td>Dufour, J. (1979)</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sketch of agrarian geography, Turrialba Valley</td>
<td>p. 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. University of Manitoba
3. Canada
4. Base metal mining and impact on economic development
5. p. 8

1. University of Manitoba
3. Malawi
4. Incidence and economic effects of indirect taxation
5. p. 28

1. University of Manitoba
3. 
4. Multiperiod linear programming model for farm planning under uncertainty: a dryland-irrigated situation
5. p. 36

1. University of Manitoba
3. Guyana
4. International trade and economic development of small countries
5. p. 103

1. McGill University
3. Nigeria
4. The public sector and economic growth
5. p. 2

1. McGill University
3. Egypt
4. Egypt and the Nile, economy dominated by public good
5. p. 7

1. McGill University
3. 
4. Spatial organisation in a hinterland economy
5. p. 15
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Feit, H.A. (1979)</td>
<td>Canada Waswanipi realities and adaptations, resource management and cognitive structure.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Henriquez, L.N. (1979)</td>
<td>Canada Economic planning framework for mining research and development</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Edwards, L.M. (1975)</td>
<td>Nevis (Canada?) Natural resource factors of Nevis and their role in beef production systems.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Worrelll, R.D. (1975)</td>
<td>Jamaica Theory of optimal foreign exchange reserves in a developing country, applied to Jamaica</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Atwood, D.W. (1974)</td>
<td>India Political Entrepreneurs and economic development, Western India</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Rutz, H.J. (1973)</td>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>Local-Level responses to induced economic change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Stiles, R.G. (1973)</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Organisational charge and capital management in and Newfoundland fishery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Vongpaisal, S. (1973)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prediction of subsistence resulting from mining operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Silverman, M. (1975)</td>
<td>Buyana</td>
<td>Resource change and village factionalism in an East Indian Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Clarke, R.M. (1973)</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Breakdown of a traditional fishing economy in an English village on the Gaspe Coast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>McGill University</td>
<td>Cecil, R.G. (1973)</td>
<td>S.E. Caribbean</td>
<td>Spatial and economic characteristics of a traditional fishing economy in selected S.E. Caribbean islands.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. McGill University
2. Olayemi, J.K. (1971)
3. Nigeria
4. Peasant Cocoa Production: economic analysis
5. p. 51

1. McGill University
3. India
4. Benefit-cost evaluation, rubber plantations
5. p. 53

1. McGill University
2. Wise, T.F. (1965)
3. Pakistan
4. Methods of mobilising surplus rural labour
5. p. 79

1. McGill University
2. Agama, G.K. (1965)
3. Ghana
4. Theoretical analysis of investment problems in a developing economy, capital formation in Ghana since 1951.
5. p. 79

1. McGill University
3. Pakistan
4. Commercial policy and economic development
5. p. 82

1. McGill University
3. India
4. Obstacles to economic development in India
5. p. 83

1. McGill University
2. Velay, C.C. (1958)*
3. U
4. Some aspects of the problem of economic development in underdeveloped countries
5. p. 85
(51) 1. McGill University
2. Charles, K.J. (1958)*
3. India
4. Indian economic development
5. p. 85

(52) 1. McGill University
2. Wiseman, S. (1955)*
3. India
4. Economic planning in economies of arrested development, India 5-year plan
5. p. 86

(53) 1. McGill University
3. 
4. Economics of development
5. p. 87

(54) 1. McGill University
2. Romalis, R.S. (1968)
3. St. Lucia, Caribbean
4. Rural community and the total society during economic change in St. Lucia, case study
5. p. 101

(55) 1. McGill University
3. Nigeria
4. Problems of investment allocation in planned economic development
5. p. 102

(56) 1. McGill University
2. Innes, F.C. (1967)
3. Barbados
4. Plantation and peasant farm
5. p. 102

(57) 1. McMaster University
2. Vargas Claro, M.G. (1978)
3. Costa Rica
4. Financing interdependence and economic policy
5. p. 10

(58) 1. McMaster University
3. International
4. Economics of international migration, simulation
5. p. 11
1. McMaster University
3. Bangladesh
4. Optimal research, induced innovation, and agricultural development
5. p. 11

1. McMaster University
3. Nigeria
4. Optimal utilisation of oil revenues in economic development, multi-sectoral planning for Nigeria
5. p. 14

1. McMaster University
3. Bangladesh
4. Rural-urban interactions in economic development
5. p. 22

1. McMaster University
2. Guha, A. (1976)
3. India
4. Effects of alternative income distributions on resource allocation
5. p. 35

1. McMaster University
3. Nigeria
4. Structural factors in the Macroeconomic planning process
5. p. 37

1. McMaster University
3.
4. Diffusion of innovations requiring community decisions
5. p. 75

1. University of Ottawa
3. Canada
4. Stock adjustment models, Canada's east coast ground fish fisheries
5. p. 9
1. University of Ottawa
3. Zambia
4. Impact of foreign capital inflows on the pattern of economic development in Zambia
5. p. 19

1. University of Ottawa
3. Iran
4. The agricultural sector in the economic development of Iran
5. p. 19

1. University of Ottawa
2. Stenger, A. (1948)*
3. Canada
4. Study of economic and social problems related to the N. Atlantic fisheries industry
5. p. 100

1. Queen's University
3. Nigeria
4. Political economy of oil palm industry
5. p. 1

1. Queen's University
3. Africa
4. Lome convention:ACP-EEC relations
5. p. 1

1. Queen's University
2. Odimuko, C.L. (1978)
3. Nigeria
4. Rural-urban migration, remittances, and development
5. p. 9

1. Queen's University
3. Caribbean
4. Canada and the Commonwealth Caribbean
5. p. 21
1. Simon Fraser University
3. Jamaica
4. Money in an open developing economy
5. p. 4

1. University of Toronto
3. Vietnam
4. Mekong basin scheme: economics of co-operative vs. sovereign development strategies
5. p. 7

1. University of Toronto
3. Zambia
4. Administering rural development; rural settlement schemes
5. p. 12

1. University of Toronto
3. Canada
4. Role of labour in transition from tool production to machine production, Gold mining
5. p. 16

1. University of Toronto
2. Shima, M. (1979)
3. Korea
4. Kinship and economic organisation of a Korean village
5. p. 16

1. University of Toronto
2. Kibera, F.N. (1979)
3. Kenya
4. Effects of selected communications variables on the adoption of new agricultural practices by small holders in central Kambu
5. p. 16

1. University of Toronto
3. Nigeria
4. Nigeria and the E.E.C., case study in decision making
5. p. 18
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Arn, J.A.F. (1978)</td>
<td>Ghana: Political economy of urban poverty in Ghana</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>p. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Leo, C.P. (1977)</td>
<td>Kenya: Political economy of Land, case of the million-acre settlement scheme</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>p. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Townsend, N.A. (1976)</td>
<td>Kenya: Contingency and constraint in the economy of the Pokomo of N.E. Kenya</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>p. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Guenther, M.G. (1973)</td>
<td>Botswana: Socio-cultural change in a setting of conflict and pluralism of the Sarr, Ghanzi district, Botswana</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>p. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Finkle, P.Z.R. (1975)</td>
<td>Canada: Fisheries management, Canadian perspectives</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>p. 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(87) 1. University of Toronto
2. Kwaku, K.K. (1975)
3. Ghana
4. Case study of the Volta Region since 1920
5. p. 34

(88) 1. University of Toronto
3. Tanzania
5. p. 34

(89) 1. University of Toronto
2. Bayer, M.B. (1972)
3. Water resources management, optimisation of river basin water quality models
5. p. 45

(90) 1. University of Toronto
3. Economic growth model for a dualistic underdeveloped economy
5. p. 53

(91) 1. University of Toronto
2. Cutt, J. (1966)
3. India
4. Taxation and economic development
5. p. 55

(92) 1. University of Toronto
3. Ghana
4. Colonialism and underdevelopment in N. Ghana
5. p. 62

(93) 1. University of Toronto
2. Kumar, R.C. (1975)
3. Development of an open dual economy
5. p. 64
1. University of Toronto
2. Clavir, J.L. (1975)
3. Vietnam
4. Study in sociology of culture and social change
5. p. 65

1. University of Waterloo
3. Intermediate technology in a developing country: Agricultural tools, components of a man-machine environment system
4. p. 6

1. University of Waterloo
3. Canada
4. Resources management, socio economic development, pacific north coast native co-operative case study
5. p. 31

1. University of Western Ontario
2. Ikafor, F.C. (1979)
3. Nigeria
4. Rural change in S.E. Nigeria, diminishing land resources
5. p. 10

1. University of Western Ontario
3. Trinidad
4. Strategies of peasant farmers, S.V. Patrick county; Trinidad
5. p. 30

1. University of Western Ontario (1977)
2. Sackey, J.A.
3. Ghana
4. Economic analysis of hospital services

1. University of Western Ontario
4. p. 30
1. University of Western Ontario
3. 
4. Economics of smuggling: Theory and application
5. p. 43

1. York University
2. Tharmanagalam, (1977)
3. India
4. Mobilisation of agricultural labourers in Kuttarrad, S. India
5. p. 27
DISSENYIONS

A-GENERAL ECONOMICS, POLITICAL ECONOMY, ETC: LIST OF REFERENCE NUMBERS: 1, 3, 4 etc

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 40, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63, 66, 67, 70, 71, 72, 73, 77, 79, 80, 82, 83, 85, 88, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 100, 102.

B-AGRICULTURE/RURAL DEVELOPMENT

(1) 1. University of Alberta
    2. Thakur, A.P.S. (1978)
    3. Guyana
    4. Impact of Mechanisation of rice industry
    5. Reference p. 10

(2) 1. University of Alberta
    3. Algeria
    4. Organisation of workers in Agriculture and Industry
    5. p. 11

(3) 1. University of Alberta
    3. India
    4. Economic analysis of energy use in agricultural modernisation
    5. p. 19

(6) 1. University of Alberta
    2. Mathema, P.R.
    3. Nepal
    4. Economic analysis of cereal grain prices in Nepal
    5. p. 71

(7) 1. University of Alberta
    3. Ethiopia
    4. Interregional competition in agriculture
    5. p. 72
| (10) | 1. Carleton University  
|      | 3. Zambia  
|      | 4. Agricultural Marketing boards and agricultural development  
|      | 5. p. 6  |
| (15) | 1. Concordia University  
|      | 3. Colombia  
|      | 4. Impact of commodity price distortions on the development of agricultural sector in third world countries:  
|      | 5. p. 5  |
| (19) | 1. University of Guelph  
|      | 2. Roberts, W.A. (1972)  
|      | 3. Jamaica  
|      | 4. Economic (historical) study of plantocracy  
|      | 5. p. 47  |
| (20) | 1. Universite Laval  
|      | 2. Dufour, J. (1979)  
|      | 3. Costa Rica  
|      | 4. Sketch of agrarian geography, Turrialba Valley  
|      | 5. p. 8  |
| (25) | 1. University of Manitoba  
|      | 3.  
|      | 4. Multiperiod linear programming model for farm planning under uncertainty: dryland-irrigated situation  
|      | 5. p. 36  |
| (32) | 1. McGill University  
|      | 3. Nigeria  
|      | 4. Unemployment in a land surplus economy  
|      | 5. p. 24  |
| (34) | 1. McGill University  
|      | 2. Edwards, L.M. (1975)  
|      | 3. Nevis (Canada?)  
|      | 4. Natural resource factors of Nevis and their role in beef production systems.  
|      | 5. p. 38  |
(44) 1. McGill University  
2. Olayemi, J.K. (1971)  
3. Nigeria  
4. Peasant Cocoa Production: economic analysis  
5. p. 51

(45) 1. McGill University  
3. India  
4. Benefit-cost evaluation, rubber plantations  
5. p. 53

(46) 1. McGill University  
2. Wise, T. F. (1965)  
3. Pakistan  
4. Methods of mobilising surplus rural labour  
5. p. 79

(54) 1. McGill University  
2. Romalis, R.S. (1968)  
3. St. Lucia, Caribbean  
4. Rural community and the total society during economic change in St. Lucia, case study  
5. p. 101

(56) 1. McGill University  
2. Innes, F.C. (1967)  
3. Barbados  
4. Plantation and peasant farm  
5. p. 102

(59) 1. McMaster University  
3. Bangladesh  
4. Optimal research, induced innovation, and agricultural development  
5. p. 11

(61) 1. McMaster University  
3. Bangladesh  
4. Rural-urban interactions in economic development  
5. p. 22
(64) 1. McMaster University
3.
4. Diffusion of innovations requiring community decisions
5. p. 75

(67) 1. University of Ottawa
3. Iran
4. The agricultural sector in the economic development of Iran
5. p. 19

(69) 1. Queen's University
3. Nigeria
4. Political economy of oil palm industry
5. p. 1

(71) 1. Queen's University
2. Odimuko, C.L. (1978)
3. Nigeria
4. Rural-urban migration, remittances, and development
5. p. 9

(74) 1. University of Toronto
3. Vietnam
4. Mekong basin scheme:economics of co-operative vs. sovereign development strategies
5. p. 7

(75) 1. University of Toronto
3. Zambia
4. Administering rural development;rural settlement schemes
5. p. 12

(77) 1. University of Toronto
2. Shima, M. (1979)
3. Korea
4. Kinship and economic organisation of a Korean village
5. p. 16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University of Toronto</th>
<th>Leo, C.P. (1977)</th>
<th>Kenya</th>
<th>Political economy of Land, case of the million-acre settlement scheme</th>
<th>p. 23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Steeves, J.S. (1975)</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Kenya Tea Authority: politics and administration of agricultural development</td>
<td>p. 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Townsend, N.A. (1976)</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Contingency and constraint in the economy of the Pokomo of N.E. Kenya</td>
<td>p. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Guenther, M.G. (1973)</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>Socio-cultural change in a setting of conflict and pluralism of the Sarr, Ghanzi district, Botswana</td>
<td>p. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Kwaku, K.K. (1975)</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Case study of the Volta Region since 1920</td>
<td>p. 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Pitblado, J.R. (1975)</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Land capability and land tenure: agricultural development in the North Mkata plain.</td>
<td>p. 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Bayer, M.B. (1972)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p. 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. University of Waterloo
3. Intermediate technology in a developing country: Agricultural tools, components of a man-machine environment system
5. p. 6

2. University of Western Ontario
2. Ikafor, F.C. (1979)
3. Nigeria
4. Rural change in S.E. Nigeria, diminishing land resources
5. p. 10

2. University of Western Ontario
3. Trinidad
4. Strategies of peasant farmers, S.V. Patrick county; Trinidad
5. p. 30

2. University of Western Ontario
5. p. 30

2. York University
2. Tharmanagal, (1977)
3. India
4. Mobilisation of agricultural labourers in Kuttarrad, S. India
5. p. 27
C-FISHERIES

(11) 1. Carleton University
3.
4. Fisheries, optimal management of renewable resources
5. p. 6

(38) 1. McGill University
2. Stiles, R.G. (1973)
3. Canada
4. Organisational charge and capital management in and Newfoundland fishery
5. p. 43

(41) 1. McGill University
2. Clarke, R.M. (1973)
3. Canada
4. Breakdown of a traditional fishing economy in an English village on the Gaspe Coast
5. p. 46

(42) 1. McGill University
2. Cecil, R.G. (1973)
3. S.E. Caribbean
4. Spatial and economic characteristics of a traditional fishing economy in selected S.E. Caribbean islands.
5. p. 46

(43) 1. McGill University
3. Greenland
4. Fishing in West Greenland: Development of a new native industry
5. p. 49

(54) 1. McGill University
2. Romalis, R.S. (1968)
3. St. Lucia, Caribbean
4. Rural community and the total society during economic change in St. Lucia, case study
5. p. 101

(65) 1. University of Ottawa
3. Canada
4. Stock adjustment models, Canada's east coast ground fish fisheries
5. p. 9
(68) 1. University of Ottawa
2. Stenger, A. (1948)*
3. Canada
4. Study of economic and social problems related to the
   N. Atlantic fisheries industry
5. p. 100

(78) 1. University of Toronto
2. Kibera, F.N. (1979)
3. Kenya
4. Effects of selected communications variables on the
   adoption of new agricultural practices by small holders
   in central Kambu
5. p. 16

(87) 1. University of Toronto
2. Kwaku, K.K. (1975)
3. Ghana
4. Case study of the Volta Region since 1920
5. p. 34

(97) 1. University of Western Ontario
2. Ikafor, F.C. (1979)
3. Nigeria
4. Rural change in S.E. Nigeria, diminishing land resources
5. p. 10
D-MINERAL SECTOR

(23) 1. University of Manitoba
3. Canada
4. Base metal mining and impact on economic development
5. p. 8

(31) 1. McGill University
2. Henriquez, L.N. (1979)
3. Canada
4. Economic planning framework for mining research and development
5. p. 17

(39) 1. McGill University
2. Vongpaisal, S. (1973)
3. 
4. Prediction of subsistence resulting from mining operations
5. p. 44

(76) 1. University of Toronto
3. Canada
4. Role of labour in transition from tool production to machine production, Gold mining
5. p. 16
ALPHABETICAL UNIVERSITY LISTING: S.S.C.I.

(1) 1. Acadia University
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SO DAI V41(08), SEC A, P3674.

AN ADG03-34443.
AU KIZK, NABILA EL-HAMAWI.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMY DOMINATED BY A PUBLIC GOOD: EGYPT AND THE NILE OVER 5000 YEARS.
SO DAI V1(08), SEC A, P3676.

AN ADG03-34113.
AU WOLFE, DAVID ALLAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI THE DELICATE BALANCE: THE CHANGING ECONOMIC ROLE OF THE STATE IN CANADA.
SO DAI V41(06), SEC A, P2755.

AN ADG03-34053.
AU DUJARDIN, CHRISTIAN MICHEL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
SO DAI V41(06), SEC A, P2766.

AN ADG03-33931.
AU QUAINA, GUIDA T.
IN YURK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI TRADE UNIONISM AND WORKERS' PARTICIPATION IN THE GUYANA MINING ENTERPRISES LIMITED, GUYANA.
SO DAI V1(06), SEC A, P2786.

AN ADG03-33917.
AU GREER, ALLAN ROBERT.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI HABITANTS OF THE LOWER RICHILIEU: RURAL SOCIETY IN THREE QUEBEC PARISHES, 1740-1840.
SO DAI V41(06), SEC A, P2722.

AN ADG03-33916.
AU GARKY, CARL.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI A SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AS ILLUSTRATED BY CASE
STUDY INVESTIGATIONS OF THE UNIONIZATION OF UNIVERSITY FACULTY MEMBERS, NURSES AND SOCIAL WORKERS.
SO DAI V+1(06), SEC A, P2785.

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

AN AUG03-33905.
AU AXELROD, PAUL D.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
SO DAI V41(06), SEC A, P2720.

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

AN AUG03-33903.
AU ALLETT, JOHN EDWARD.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI NEW LIBERALISM: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF J. A. HOBSON.
SO DAI V41(06), SEC A, P2740.

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

AN AUG03-33953.
AU LVAIS, DANIEL FREDERICK.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI GEOLOGY AND PETROCHEMISTRY OF THE KITTS AND MICHELIN URANIUM DEPOSITS AND RELATED PROSPECTS, CENTRAL MINERAL BELT, LABRADOR.
SO DAI V41(05), SEC B, P1069.

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

AN AUG03-33971.
AU DUW, ALEXANDER CARMICHAEL.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI THE CANADIAN BASE METAL MINING INDUSTRY (NON-FERROUS) AND ITS IMPACT ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN CANADA, 1918-55.
SO DAI V41(05), SEC A, P2234.

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

AN AUG03-3291b.
AU LEVINE, GREGORY JAMES.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI IN GOD'S SERVICE: THE ROLE OF THE ANGLICAN, METHODIST, PRESBYTERIAN, AND ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCHES IN THE CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY OF LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY KINGSTON.
SO DAI V41(05), SEC A, P2289.

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

AN AUG03-47042.
AU DUFOUR, JULES.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0720) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI LE VALLE DE TURRIALBA (COSTA RICA): ESQUISSE DE GEOGRAPHIE AGRAIRE.
SO DAI VX1(97) P.
AN AUG03-47017.
AU Cliche, Pierre.
IN Universite Laval (Canada) (0726) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI GEOGRAPHIE DE LA PAUVRETE AU QUEBEC.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG03-45743.
AU Odimoko, Chijioke Lawrence.
IN Queen's University At Kingston (Canada) (0283) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI RURAL URBAN MIGRATION, REMITTANCES AND DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEASTERN NIGERIA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG03-45376.
AU Bousquet, Nicole.
IN McGill University (Canada) (0781) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI LA CARRIERE HEGEMONIQUE DE L'ANGLETERRE AU SEIN DE L'ECONOMIE-MONDE ET LE DEMANTÈLEMENT DES EMPIRES ESPAGNOL ET PORTUGAIS EN AMERIQUE AU DEBUT DU XIXE SIECLE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG03-44842.
AU Djalouadi, Mahmoud.
IN University of Montreal (Canada) (0492) Ph.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI THE NOTION OF MODERNIZATION IN AMERICAN SOCIOLOGY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG03-44834.
AU Dunuvan, Patrick.
IN University of Montreal (Canada) (0492) Ph.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI ETUDE ETHNO-GEOPHYSIQUE DE LA REPRESENTATION DE L'ESPACE PROCHE ET LOINTAIN A ST-CÔME DE BEAUCHE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG03-44757.
AU Mitchell, Carlyle L.
IN University of Ottawa (Canada) (0918) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI STOCK ADJUSTMENT MODELS, CANADA'S EAST COAST GROUNDFISH FISHERIES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG03-44495.
AU MacInnes, Daniel William.
IN Mc Master University (Canada) (0197) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG03-44482.
AU Clark, Gordon Leslie.
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IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

***********************************************
AN AGO3-44479.
AU VARGAS CALVO, MINOR GERARDO.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI FINANCIAL INTERDEPENDENCE AND ECONOMIC POLICY IN COSTA RICA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

***********************************************
AN AGO3-44499.
AU HAFIZ, BAHJAT MOHAMMAD.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI THE DESIGN AND ESTIMATION OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC ACCOUNTS IN ONTARIO.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

***********************************************
AN AGO3-43577.
AU LEBR, JOHN CAMPBELL.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE PROCESS AND PATTERN OF UKRAINIAN RURAL SETTLEMENT IN WESTERN CANADA, 1891-1914.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

***********************************************
AN AGO3-43568.
AU GUNIWE, DERRICK KANYERE.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE INCIDENCE AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF INDIRECT TAXATION IN MALAWI.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

***********************************************
AN AGO3-43258.
AU UKAFOR, FRANCIS CHUKWUDUM.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI ADJUSTMENTS OF RURAL POPULATION TO DIMINISHING LAND RESOURCES: A CASE STUDY OF THE DYNAMICS OF RURAL CHANGE IN SOUTHEASTERN NIGERIA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

***********************************************
AN AGO3-42877.
AU THAKUR, ANANDA PERSAUD SHRI.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON AGRICULTURE: A STUDY OF THE MECHANIZATION OF GUYANA'S RICE INDUSTRY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

***********************************************
AN AGO3-42817.
AU FAMURE, OLUWOLE DADA.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTIONAL BUYING PATTERNS FOR MEATS IN EDMONTON AND SURROUNDINGS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
AN ADG03-42803.
AU CROWN, ELIZABETH MARIE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI INSTITUTIONAL RENEWAL IN DEGREE-GRANTING UNITS OF HOME ECONOMICS IN CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-42799.
AU CAMERON-SCHIMANN, MUNIQUE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI ELECTRON MICROPROBE STUDY OF URANIUM MINERALS AND ITS APPLICATION TO SOME CANADIAN DEPOSITS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-42731.
AU ABUCAR, MOHAMED HAGI.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI EXPLORATION, NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION OF ALGERIAN WORKERS IN AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY: A STUDY OF PARTICIPATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-41395.
AU VERGARA, ALFREDO.
IN CARLETON UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0040) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI MONEY IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: THE ECUADORIAN CASE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-22443.
AU DAVIS, DONA LEE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL (0153) PH.D. 1980, 303PP.
TI WOMEN'S EXPERIENCE OF MENOPAUSE IN A NEWFOUNDLAND FISHING VILLAGE.
SO DAI V41(04), SEC A, P1069.

AN ADG03-33898.
AU PUDIN, NGOK-PANG.
IN MCMASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION: A SIMULATION STUDY.
SO DAI V41(04), SEC A, P1708.

AN ADG03-33895.
AU HAULB, MOHAMMED AHSAN.
IN MCMASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI OPTIMAL RESEARCH, INDUCED INNOVATION, AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT: AN APPLICATION TO BANGLADESH.
SO DAI V41(04), SEC A, P1692.

AN ADG03-33796.
AU SALUURIN, CONRAD FERDINAND.
IN CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0228) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIE DES LANGUES: ASPECTS THEORIQUES ET APPLICATIONS.
SO DAI V41(04), SEC A, P1697.

AN ADG03-33529.
AU WANG, HONG-CHENG.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI ON MONETARIST MODELS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO THE CANADIAN ECONOMY 1957-1974.
SO DAI V41(04), SEC A, P1679.

AN ADG03-32059.
AU MARCHAND, CLAUDE FRANCOISE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
SO DAI V41(04), SEC A, P1770.

AN ADG03-33498.
AU LAURENCE, HUGH GETTY.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI CHANGE IN RELIGION, ECONOMICS, AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AMONG AMISH MENNONITES IN SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO.
SO DAI V41(03), SEC A, P1242.

AN ADG03-32451.
AU OKAFOR, FRANCIS CHUKWUDUM.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI ADJUSTMENTS OF RURAL POPULATION TO DIMINISHING LAND RESOURCES: A CASE STUDY OF THE DYNAMICS OF RURAL CHANGE IN SOUTHEASTERN NIGERIA.
SO DAI V41(03), SEC A, P1213.

AN ADG03-17328.
AU NEMLIC, THOMAS FRANCIS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (0127) PH.D. 1980, 381PP.
TI AN ETHNOHISTORICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE COD FISHERY AT ST. SHUTTIS, NEWFOUNDLAND.
SO DAI V41(02), SEC A, P0722.

AN ADG03-33393.
AU RAY, DUNALU IAIN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1980, 001PP.
TI ADMINISTERING RURAL DEVELOPMENT: THE ROLE OF SETTLEMENT SCHEMES IN ZAMBIA.
AN ADG03-32590.
AU JIO, UNNO, JOHN AZUKAEGO.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI OPTIMAL UTILIZATION OF OIL REVENUES IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: AN APPLICATION TO DYNAMIC MULTI-SECTORAL PLANNING FOR NIGERIA.
SO DAI V40(11), SEC A, P5957.

AN ADG03-32480.
AU HUDSON, BERNARD JOHN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI THE LOGIC AND MORA L FOUNDATIONS OF THE ECONOMIC THEORY OF INDIVIDUAL CHOICE.
SO DAI V40(10), SEC A, P5471.

AN ADG03-32470.
AU COFFEEY, WILLIAM JOSEPH, JR.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI GEOGRAPHY: TOWARDS A GENERAL SPATIAL SYSTEMS APPROACH.
SO DAI V40(10), SEC A, P5590.

AN ADG03-32466.
AU BURTON, DAVID ANTHONY TRAVIS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI EXPECTATIONS AND A SMALL OPEN ECONOMY.
SO DAI V40(10), SEC A, P5534.

AN ADG03-32108.
AU RASMUS, JOHN JOSEPH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
SO DAI V40(10), SEC A, P5577.

AN ADG03-32072.
AU SANDERSON, PAUL WAYNE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
SO DAI V40(10), SEC A, P5573.

AN ADG03-32247.
AU RIDDELL, BRIAN EVERETT.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI ENVIRONMENTAL AND GENETIC SOURCES OF GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN POPULATIONS OF ATLANTIC SALMON, SALMO SALAR LINNAEUS.
SO DAI V40(09), SEC B, P4104.

AN ADG03-06157.
AU MCLARTY, JAMES KENNETH.
IN MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY (0126) PH.D. 1979, 147PP.
SO DAI V40(09), SEC A, P5187.

AN ADG03-32164.
AU PÉTRYSZAK, NICHOLAS GEORGE LADISLAUS.
IN SIMUN FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE SOCIOLOGY OF HUMAN NATURE.
SO DAI V40(09), SEC A, P5215.

AN ADG03-32161.
AU IRBY, CHARLES CLAUDE.
IN SIMUN FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI NORTHEAST ALBERTA: A MARGINAL AGRICULTURAL SITUATION.
SO DAI V40(09), SEC A, P5185.

AN ADG03-32152.
AU BURLEY, DAVID VINCENT.
IN SIMUN FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI MARAPE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTIONS OF A PREHISTORIC NORTHWEST COAST CULTURE TYPE.
SO DAI V40(09), SEC A, P5047.

AN ADG03-32107.
AU PETERSEN, JAMES OTTO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE ORIGINS OF CANADIAN GOLD MINING: THE PART PLAYED BY LABOUR IN THE TRANSITION FROM TOOL PRODUCTION TO MACHINE PRODUCTION.
SO DAI V40(08), SEC A, P4707.

AN ADG03-32075.
AU SHIMA, MUTSUHIKO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI KINSHIP AND ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF A KOREAN VILLAGE.
SO DAI V40(08), SEC A, P4657.

AN ADG03-32046.
AU KIBERKA, FRANCIS NDUNGU.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI THE EFFECTS OF SELECTED COMMUNICATION VARIABLES ON THE ADOPTION OF NEW AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES BY SMALLHOLDERS IN CENTRAL KIAMBU, KENYA.
SO DAI V40(08), SEC A, P4726.

AN ADG03-32020.
AU CHOCHUL, RONALD CHARLES.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI MAN IN NATURE: THE UNDERSTANDING OF MAN IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF CLAUDE LEVI-STRAUSS.
SO DAI V40(08), SEC A, P4628.
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IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI THE CONTEMPORARY MARXIST-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE: A STUDY IN THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF RELIGION WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO QUEBEC.
SO DAI V40(05), SEC A, P2936.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG79-1951-
AU SMALL, LAWRENCE GEORGE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA (0175) PH.D. 1979, 230PP.
TI THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF WORK AND TALK IN A NEWFOUNDLAND FISHING COMMUNITY.
SO DAI V40(03), SEC A, P1623.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-31205.
AU OWINGAH, LEMUEL FRIDAY.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
SO DAI V40(03), SEC A, P1674.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-31183.
AU AHAMADAJAYASEKERAM, PONNIAH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH (CANADA) (0081) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI ECONOMICS OF A MILK TRANSPORTATION FIRM.
SO DAI V40(03), SEC A, P1611.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-38245.
AU PETERSEN, JAMES OTTO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE ORIGINS OF CANADIAN GOLD MINING: THE PART PLAYED BY LABOUR IN THE TRANSITION FROM TOOL PRODUCTION TO MACHINE PRODUCTION.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-38005.
AU DAWSON, JOHN MICHAEL WILLIAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI AN INSTITUTIONAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE FRENCH INTENDANTS 1652-1715.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-37380.
AU Goble, RONALD JAMES.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI THE MINERALOGY, COMPOSITION, AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SELECTED COPPER SULPHIDES FROM THE BELT PURCELL SUPERGROUP S.W. ALBERTA, CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-37374.
AU AHAMED, EMAMUDDIN.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI THE ROLE OF BUREAUCRATIC ELITES IN SEGMENTED ECONOMIC GROWTH (CLASS Q0071
AND REGIONAL TERMS: A CASE STUDY OF PAKISTAN AND BANGLADESH.

SO ADD VX1(97) P.

*****************************************************************************
AN ADG03-37343.
AU RASHID, MUHAMMAD.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE THEORY AND MEASUREMENT OF THE COST OF CAPITAL TO THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

*****************************************************************************
AN ADG03-37351.
AU CROSBY, WILLIAM ALBERT.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI BLAST VIBRATION EFFECTS IN AREA MINING.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

*****************************************************************************
AN ADG03-37215.
AU NGWENYA, MARTYN A..
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

*****************************************************************************
AN ADG03-37197.
AU KHATOIE, MAHMOOD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF IRAN.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

*****************************************************************************
AN ADG03-27804.
AU TAN, BINKY.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI CHINESE HUMANISM AND WESTERN SOCIOLOGY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

*****************************************************************************
AN ADG03-27780.
AU MISHRA, JAI PRakash.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ENERGY USE IN THE MODERNIZATION OF INDIAN AGRICULTURE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

*****************************************************************************
AN ADG03-27771.
AU MALHI, SUKHDEV SINGH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI LOSSES OF MINERAL NITROGEN OVER THE WINTER IN CHERNOZEMIC AND LUvisolsoilS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
AN ADG03-27689.
AU ALLAN, DAVID HAMILTON.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF THE USE OF RESOURCES TO CONTROL COLLEGE STAFF.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-25571.
AU ABDEL-AAL, OSAMA YOUSSEF.
IN DALHIOUSIE UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0328) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI ALTERATION OF OPAQUE MINERALS AND THE MAGNETIZATION AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF VOLCANIC ROCKS IN A DRILL HOLE FROM AN ACTIVE GEOTHERMAL AREA IN THE AZORES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-25543.
AU DAS GUPTA, MALABIKA.
IN DALHIOUSIE UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0328) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS FROM GROWTH IN RURAL INDIA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG74-17641.
AU LOW, ROBERT ALAN, JR..
IN UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (0250) PH.D 1979, 209PP.
TI VARIABILITY IN OCEAN FISHING SUCCESS FOR SALMON (ONCORHYNCHUS SPP.) OFF WASHINGTON AND VANCOUVER ISLAND AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH INSIDE RUN STRENGTH.
SO DAI V40(02), SEC B, P0511.

AN ADG03-31025.
AU ROBERTS, RICHARD LESLIE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
SO DAI V40(02), SEC A, P1014.

AN ADG03-30910.
AU BAITHIN, THOMAS EDWARD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE ROLE OF MODELS IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL EXPLANATION.
SO DAI V40(02), SEC A, P0902.

AN ADG03-30867.
AU FISHER, JOHN RANDELL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE WITTE CONFERENCE ON THE NEEDS OF AGRICULTURE IN RUSSIA: 1902-1905.
SO DAI V40(02), SEC A, P1006.

AN ADG03-30835.
AU BOLLMAN, RAYMOND DOUGLAS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO (JAPAN) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI OFF-FARM WORK BY FARMERS: A STUDY WITH A KINKED DEMAND FOR LABOUR CURVE.
SO DAI V-0102), SEC A, P0978.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-30829.
AU ARN, JOHN ALEXANDER FREDERICK.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI POLITICAL ECONOMY OF URBAN POVERTY IN GHANA: THE CASE OF NIMA, ACCRA.
SO DAI, V40(02), SEC A, P1044.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-30677.
AU PARAGG, RALPH RAMSAUP.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI CANADA AND THE COMMONWEALTH CARIBBEAN: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF A RELATIONSHIP IN TRANSITION.
SO DAI, V40(01), SEC A, P0447.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-30450.
AU SELLON, ZENA ARONOFF.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF ALTERNATIVE AIR TRANSPORT REGULATORY PRACTICES: A CANADA — UNITED STATES COMPARISON.
SO DAI, V39(111), SEC A, P0884.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-30299.
AU WILLIAMS, GLEN SUTHERLAND.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
SO DAI, V39(111), SEC A, P0950.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG03-30299.
AU SINGH, KANJIT HAKKY.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1979, 001PP.
TI AGRICULTURAL DRAINAGE DEVELOPMENT: A SIMULATION APPROACH FOR PUBLIC EXPENDITURE DECISIONS.
SO DAI, V39(111), SEC A, P0881.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG-79-07798.
AU STOLAR, ROBERT WILLIAM.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA (0070) PH.D. 1978, 169PP.
TI A PROPOSED FLOW OF RESOURCES MODEL WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>ADG03-29750.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Treen, Douglas Earl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>Structure and Praxis: Sartre's Structural and Historical Anthropology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>DAI V39(07), SEC A, P4330.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>ADG03-29660.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Redekop, Clarence George.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1977, 001PP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>DAI V34(07), SEC A, P4482.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>ADG03-29595.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Griffith, Daniel Alva.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>The Impact of Configuration and Spatial Autocorrelation on the Specification and Interpretation of Geographical Models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>DAI V39(07), SEC A, P4496.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>ADG03-29577.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Dawson, John Michael William.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1978, 001PP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>DAI V39(07), SEC A, P4421.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>ADG03-29450.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Leu, Christopher Perigrinus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1977, 001PP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>The Political Economy of Land in Kenya: The Case of the Million-Acre Settlement Scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>DAI V39(07), SEC A, P4470.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>ADG03-29412.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Mertens, Hildegard Margo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1977, 001PP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>The Relationship of Religious to Socio-Economic Divisions among the Mennonites of Dutch-Prussian-Russian Descent in Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>DAI V39(07), SEC A, P4539.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>ADG03-29405.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Eweka, Iro.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1977, 001PP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>Philosophical Anthropology in Education: A Theoretical Framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>DAI V39(07), SEC A, P4201.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AN ADG03-29307.
AU SIMS, WILLIAM ALLEN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1978, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF SEWER EFFLUENT CHARGES.
SO DAI V39(07), SEC A, P4385.

AN ADG03-29246.
AU UMAR, PEKVEZ AKHTAR.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1978 001PP.
TI MINERAL RESOURCE POTENTIAL: ROUYN-NORANDA REGION, QUEBEC.
SO DAI V39(06), SEC B, P2712.

AN ADG03-29154.
AU SAINDUN, JEAN EMMETT.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1978 001PP.
TI EPISTEMOLOGICAL DOGMAS IN SOCIOLOGICAL THOUGHT.
SO DAI V39(06), SEC A, P3636.

AN ADG03-29124.
AU HOOVEN, G. EDWARD, JR.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1978 001PP.
TI THE SOCIO-HISTORICAL IMAGINATION: AN ANALYSIS OF THE POLITICAL
SOCIOLOGY OF BARRINGTON MOORE, JR.
SO DAI V39(06), SEC A, P3852.

AN ADG78-21287.
AU ANDERSON, BARRY LOWELL.
IN DUKES UNIVERSITY (0066) PH.D. 1978 247PP.
TI ROYAL COMMISSIONS, ECONOMISTS, AND POLICY: A STUDY OF THE ECONOMIC
ADVISORY PROCESS IN POST WAR CANADA.
SO DAI V34(05), SEC A, P3070.

AN ADG03-14720.
AU AHMAD, BASHIR.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1978 001PP.
TI A MODEL TO DETERMINE THE IMPACT OF IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL EFFICIENCY
IN MANITOBA.
SO DAI V39(05), SEC A, P3056.

AN ADG03-14444.
AU KOZIAR, ANDREW.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976 001PP.
TI APPLICATIONS OF AUDIO FREQUENCY MAGNETOTELLURICS TO PERMAFROST,
CRUSTAL SOUNING, AND MINERAL EXPLORATION.
SO DAI V39(04), SEC B, P1679.

AN ADG03-14579.
AU ABDULLAI, YESUFU S.M.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1978 001PP.
TI UNEMPLOYMENT IN A LAND SURPLUS ECONOMY--THE NIGERIAN CASE.
AN ADG03-14347.
AU CARVLTH, DONALD LAWRENCE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1977 001PP.
TI SOCIOLOGY AND PSYCHOANALYSIS: A STUDY OF IMPLICIT THEORIES OF HUMAN NATURE IN "SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM", "REALITY CONSTRUCTIONISM" AND PSYCHOANALYSIS.
SO DAI V39(04), SEC A, P2585.

AN ADG03-14161.
AU SAIF, SAIFUL ISLAM.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK (CANADA) (0623) PH.D. 1978 001PP.
TI IDENTIFICATION, CORRELATION AND ORIGIN OF THE KEY ANACON-BRUNSWICK MINES ORE HORIZON, BATHURST, NEW BRUNSWICK.
SO DAI V39(03), SEC B, P1175.

AN ADG03-15672.
AU MOREFIELD, ROGER DALE.
IN DUKE UNIVERSITY (0068) PH.D. 1977 294PP.
TI ECONOMIC PLANNING AND THE ECONOMIC COUNCIL OF CANADA.
SO DAI V39(03), SEC A, P1718.

AN ADG03-11744.
AU STIER, JEFFREY CHARLES.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON (0262) PH.D. 1978 357PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF A DUAL EXTERNALITY: AGRICULTURE AND CANADA GEESE IN WISCONSIN.
SO DAI V39(03), SEC A, P1729.

AN ADG03-14325.
AU VAUGHAN, MICHAEL BRYAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CANADIAN RESTRAINTS ON IMPORTS OF LOW-COST COTTON YARNS.
SO DAI V39(03), SEC A, P1723.

AN ADG03-14311.
AU STEELE, JEFFREY SAYRE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975 001PP.
TI THE POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN KENYA: THE KENYA TEA DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY.
SO DAI V39(03), SEC A, P1815.

AN ADG03-14261.
AU CHOWDHURY, ABUL BARAKAT MOHAMMED MASUDUL ALAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1977 001PP.
TI SOME ASPECTS OF OPTIMAL HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH: A THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS.
SO DAI V39(03), SEC A, P1194.
TI THE INCIDENCE AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF INDIRECT TAXATION IN MALAWI.
SO DAI V38(11), SEC A, P6846.

AN ADG03-13615.
AU RUUDIN, RONALD.
IN YURK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI THE DEVELOPMENT OF FOUR QUEBEC TOWNS, 1840-1914: A STUDY OF URBAN AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH IN QUEBEC.
SO DAI V38(11), SEC A, P6881.

AN ADG03-13609.
AU HEINTZMAN, RALPH RIPLEY.
IN YURK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE: THE FRENCH DAILY PRESS OF MONTREAL AND THE
SO DAI V38(11), SEC A, P6881.

AN ADG03-15510.
AU BHATTACHARYA, ASHISH KUMAR.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI HYDROLOGIC AND ECONOMIC MODELS FOR SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE.
SO DAI V38(10), SEC 8, P4904.

AN ADG03-13143.
AU SUBRAMANIAM, DEVASAGAYAMPILLAI.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO (CANADA) (1141) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI OPTIMAL ECONOMIC PLANNING OF INTERCONNECTED ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS.
SO DAI V38(10), SEC 8, P4942.

AN ADG03-13077.
AU LAMONTAIGNE, YVES.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI APPLICATIONS OF WIDEBAND, TIME DOMAIN, ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
IN MINERAL EXPLORATION.
SO DAI V38(10), SEC 8, P4998.

AN ADG03-13076.
AU KUMAR, KAMPSH CHANDER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPEN DUAL ECONOMY: A GROWTH-THEORETIC STUDY.
SO DAI V38(10), SEC A, P6225.
AN ADG03-12838.
AU SAMMY, RALPH VICTOR ALLEN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI SURVIVAL STRATEGIES AMONG DOMESTIC PURE PEASANT FARMERS IN ST. PATRICK COUNTY, TRINIDAD.
SO DAI V38(09), SEC A, P5709.

*******************************************************************************

AN ADG03-12837.
AU SACKLEY, JAMES ANTHONY.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE PRODUCTION OF HOSPITAL SERVICES IN GHANA.
SO DAI V38(09), SEC A, P5604.

*******************************************************************************

AN ADG03-12801.
AU WATERS, NIGEL MICHAEL.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI METHODOLOGY FOR SERVICING THE GEOGRAPHY OF URBAN FIRE: AN EXPLORATION WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO LONDON, ONTARIO.
SO DAI V38(09), SEC A, P5712.

*******************************************************************************

AN ADG03-12786.
AU KURIAN, N. JOHN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI BEHAVIOR UNDER UNCERTAINTY AND PUBLIC POLICIES IN PEASANT AGRICULTURE: APPLICATIONS OF ECONOMIC THEORY OF UNCERTAINTY.
SO DAI V38(09), SEC A, P5609.

*******************************************************************************

AN ADG03-12479.
AU NEILSEN, GERALD HENRY.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI SOLUBLE AND SEDIMENT NUTRIENTS LOST FROM AGRICULTURAL WATERSHEDS.
SO DAI V38(07), SEC B, P2987.

*******************************************************************************

AN ADG03-12395.
AU YOUNG, RICHARD ANTHONY.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) ED.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI CAREER DEVELOPMENT: VALUES, ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIOR IN RURAL ADOLESCENT MALES.
SO DAI V38(07), SEC A, P3967.

*******************************************************************************

AN ADG03-12387.
AU SMIT, BARKY EDWARD.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) ED.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI A REGIONAL ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYMENT CHANGES IN CANADIAN AGRICULTURE.
SO DAI V38(07), SEC A, P4373.

*******************************************************************************

AN ADG03-12374.
AU MCCALLUM, JOHN C. P.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI AGRICULTURE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN QUEBEC AND ONTARIO TO 1870.
ECONOMIC BASES IN THE THEORY OF CITY GROWTH.
SO DAI V37(12), SEC A, P7968.

AN ADGU3-10590.
AU MUZAR, ROCKY MOHAMED SULAIMAN.
IN SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI MARKETING ACTIVITY, THE LEVEL OF INCOME, AND THE RATE OF GROWTH: A THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF SELLING EFFORT AND ITS IMPACT ON THE MACRO ECONOMY.
SO DAI V37(12), SEC A, P7890.

AN ADG03-10580.
AU NEWTON, KEITH.
IN SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPONSORED INSTITUTIONAL AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING IN CANADA.
SO DAI V37(12), SEC A, P7864.

AN ADG03-10576.
AU SYED, AFTAB ALI.
IN SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI STRUCTURAL CHANGE, KEY SECTORS AND LINKAGE-BALANCED GROWTH: AN INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS OF THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.
SO DAI V37(12), SEC A, P7869.

AN ADG03-10546.
AU MORRISON, KENNETH L.
IN YURK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI READERS' WORK: DEVICES FOR ACHIEVING PEDAGOGIC EVENTS IN TEXTUAL MATERIALS FOR READERS AS NOVICES TO SOCIOLOGY.
SO DAI V37(12), SEC A, P7675.

AN ADG03-10293.
AU McBRIDE, DEREK ERNEST.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK (CANADA) (0823) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI THE STRUCTURE AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE B-ZONE, HEATH STEELE MINES, NEWCASTLE, NEW BRUNSWICK.
SO DAI V37(11), SEC B, P5577.

AN ADG77-10470.
AU THLXTON, JAMES DAVID.
IN OHIO UNIVERSITY (0167) PH.D. 1976, 240PP.
TI THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TEST OF ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENT FOR GRADES XII AND XIII IN ONTARIO.
SO DAI V37(11), SEC A, P7065.
AN ADG03-1017a.
AU STONEHOUSE, DAVID PETER.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI AN ENQUIRY INTO RISK ASPECTS OF BEEF FARMING IN CROP DISTRICT NUMBER THREE, MANITOBA.
SO DAI V37(11), SEC A, P7222.

AN ADG03-10053.
AU NEWKIRK, ROSS THOMAS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI A COMPUTER BASED PLANNING SYSTEM TO OPTIMIZE ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS WHEN LOCATING UTILITIES.
SO DAI V37(10), SEC B, P4961.

AN ADG03-10043.
AU DILARIO, RONALD NORMAN WELLS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI GLACIAL DISPERAL OF ROCKS AND MINERALS IN THE LAC MISTASSINI - LAC WACONIHI AREA, QUEBEC, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ICON DISPERAL TRAIN.
SO DAI V37(10), SEC B, P4939.

AN ADG77-07044.
AU JOLLY, ROBERT WILLIAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA (CANADA) (0130) PH.D. 1976, 265PP.
TI AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE GRAIN-LIVESTOCK ECONOMY IN CANADA WITH A SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURAL POLICY.
SO DAI V37(10), SEC A, P0640.

AN ADG77-03421.
AU RENAUD, MARC.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON (0262) PH.D. 1976, 450PP.
TI THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE QUEBEC STATE INTERVENTIONS IN HEALTH: REFORM OR REVOLUTION.
SO DAI V37(10), SEC A, P6774.

AN ADG03-10008.
AU KWAKU, KENNETH KWAMII.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
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AN ADG76-21120.
AU BOUCHARD, ANDRE BERNARD.
IN CORNELL UNIVERSITY (0458) PH.D. 1975, 163PP.
TI NATURAL RESOURCES ANALYSIS OF A SECTION OF THE GROS MORNE NATIONAL
PARK, IN NEWFOUNDLAND, CANADA.
SO DAI V37(03), SEC B, P1159.

************************************************************
AN ADG76-18747.
AU BLACKMER, HUGH ALLISON.
IN STANFORD UNIVERSITY (0212) PH.D. 1976, 153PP.
TI AGRICULTURAL TRANSFORMATION IN A REGIONAL SYSTEM: THE ANNAPOLIS
VALLEY, NOVA SCOTIA.
SO DAI V37(02), SEC A, P1059.

************************************************************
AN ADG02-90931.
AU KERN, ALAN STEVEN.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI THE PERCEPTION OF COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTS: THE USE OF A
PHENOMENOLOGICAL COMMUNITY MAPPING TECHNIQUE IN A RURAL AND SUBURBAN
AREA.
SO DAI V37(01), SEC R, P0441.

************************************************************
AN ADG76-10247.
AU LEWIS, GEORGE KINSMAN.
IN BALL STATE UNIVERSITY (0013) PH.D. 1975, 277PP.
TI THE ACCULTURATION OF BARBADIAN AGRICULTURE WORKERS IN CANADA.
SO DAI V37(01), SEC C, P0425.

************************************************************
AN ADG76-10225.
AU PAUL, ALIX-HART. 
IN THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY (0008) PH.D. 1976, 239PP.
TI RELATIONS UNDER ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY: MEXICO AND CANADA.
SO DAI V37(01), SEC A, P0589.

************************************************************
AN ADG02-90062.
AU OHUONHENUAN, JOHN FULCRUNSHO ENAMHOR.
IN MCG MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI STRUCTURAL FACTORS IN THE MACRO-ECONOMIC PLANNING PROCESS: A STUDY OF
PLANNING IN NIGERIA.
SO DAI V37(01), SEC A, P0472.

************************************************************
AN ADG02-90818.
AU MAHAMUD, SAMY A.
IN CARLETON UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0040) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND FILE ACCESS CONTROL IN DISTRIBUTED
INFORMATION NETWORKS.
SO DAI V30(12), SEC B, P0312.

************************************************************
AN ADG76-12842.
AU SELF, GEORGE DOYLE.
IN CORNELL UNIVERSITY (0058) PH.D. 1975, 230PP.
TI A POLICY RELEVANT MACRO-STRUCTURAL THEORY OF DEVELOPMENT: A PATH
ANALYTIC SOCIAL INDICATOR STUDY OF TWELVE RURAL COMMUNITIES IN KENT
SO DAI V36(12), SEC A, P8317.

AN ADG76-11219.
AU KAVESUN, THOMAS JAY.
IN THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (0098) PH.D. 1973, 253PP.
TI THE ECONOMY OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES OF CANADA: A MACROECONOMIC
ESTIMATION.
SO DAI V36(11), SEC A, P7560.

AN ADG 02-64200.
AU EDMANS, LINNELL M.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0761) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI THE NATURAL RESOURCE FACTORS OF NEVIS AND THEIR ROLE IN Beef
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON FODDER SUPPLIES.
SO DAI V36(10), SEC B, P4784.

AN ADG 02-64329.
AU WILMOT, MARILYN SUSAN SALUTIN.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI IDEOLOGY, LEADERSHIP AND FOLLOWING: A STUDY IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF GROUP
PSYCHOTHERAPY.
SO DAI V36(10), SEC A, P6837.

AN ADG 02-64332.
AU WAGNER, MICHAEL JOHN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0761) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI STRUCTURAL PLURALISM AND THE PORTUGUESE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY BRITISH
GUIANA: A STUDY IN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY.
SO DAI V36(10), SEC A, P6986.

AN ADG 02-64318.
AU WORRELL, RUPERT DELISLE.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0761) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI THE THEORY OF OPTIMAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES IN A DEVELOPING
COUNTRY (WITH EMPIRICAL APPLICATION TO THE ECONOMY OF JAMAICA).
SO DAI V36(10), SEC A, P6837.

AN ADG02-84295.
AU AXELROD, CHARLES DAVID.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI INTELLECTUAL BREAKTHROUGH: A STUDY IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE.
SO DAI V36(10), SEC A, P0907.

AN ADGO2-84287.
AU DE LISLE, DAVID DE GARIS.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI THE SPATIAL ORGANIZATION AND INTENSITY OF AGRICULTURE IN THE
MENNONITE VILLAGES OF SOUTHERN MANITOBA.
SO DAI V36(10), SEC A, P0956.

AN ADGO2-84281.
AU GREEN, HARRY SCOTT.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI WE THE GODS: SOME PROLEGOMENA TOWARDS A KEEFLEXIVE SOCIOLOGY.
SO DAI V36(10), SEC A, P0972.

AN ADGO2-84013.
AU SUNDSTROM, MARVIN THOMAS.
IN MCMASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI REGIONAL AND FARM LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS IN SOUTHERN ONTARIO'S DAIRY
SO DAI V36(09), SEC A, P311.

AN ADGO2-83879.
AU BOURGUIGNON, FRANCOIS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI TWO ESSAYS IN ECUMENIC GROWTH THEORY.
SO DAI V36(08), SEC A, P5449.

AN ADGO2-83878.
AU BEKNSTFIN, JEFFREY IAN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI ESSAYS ON THE DYNAMIC THEORY OF OPTIMAL POLICY FOR AN OPEN ECONOMY.
SO DAI V36(08), SEC A, P5448.

AN ADGO2-83876.
AU RICHARDSON, PETER ROONEY.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI THE ACQUISITION OF NEW PROCESS TECHNOLOGY BY FIRMS IN THE CANADIAN
MINERAL INDUSTRIES.
SO DAI V36(08), SEC A, P5405.

AN ADGO2-83713.
AU TUNG, FU-LAI.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI A DYNAMIC MODEL FOR SIMULATING RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IMPACTS
IN THE INTERLAKE AREA OF MANITOBA.
SO DAI V36(07), SEC A, P4636.
AN AGRICULTURAL SUCCESS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF MAN, LAND AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS.
SO DAI V36(05), SEC A, P3126.

THE UXIDE MINERALOGY, INITIAL OXIDATION STATE, AND DEUTERIC ALTERATION IN SOME PRECAMBRIAN DIABASE DIKE SWARMS IN CANADA.
SO DAI V36(03), SEC B, P1108.

STRUCTURAL CONGRUENCE OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AREAS IN ONTARIO.
SO DAI V36(02), SEC A, P1095.

SOCIOCULTURAL ECOSYSTEMS IN RURAL CANADA.
SO DAI V36(02), SEC A, P1108.

APPLICATION OF A MONETARIST MODEL FOR ECONOMIC STABILIZATION TO CANADA.
SO DAI V36(01), SEC A, P0420.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF FREE TRADE BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.

OPTIMAL NATURAL RESOURCE EXPLOITATION BY OPEN ECONOMIES.
SO DAI V35(12), SEC A, P7513.

AN AGRICULTURAL SUCCESS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF MAN, LAND AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS.
SO DAI V36(05), SEC A, P3126.
AN AUGUO1-06112.
AU WAINES, DAVID F.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI CALIPH AND AMIR: A STUDY OF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF MEDIEVAL
POLITICAL POWER.
SO DAI V35(07), SEC A, P4360.

AN AUGUO1-06014.
AU ATTWOOD, DONALD WILLIAM.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI POLITICAL ENTREPRENEURS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: TWO VILLAGES AND A
TALUKA IN WESTERN INDIA.
SO DAI V35(07), SEC A, P3950.

AN AUGUO1-05750.
AU NDONGKO, WILFRED A.
IN CARLETON UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0040) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF PLANNING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN A
FEDERAL STATE: THE CASE OF CAMEROON.
SO DAI V35(05), SEC A, P2516.

AN AUGUO1-05602.
AU BAH, KWABENA NYAMEKYE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI THE GHANAIAN ELEMENTARY TEACHER AND HIS CAREER: A STUDY OF
SOCIOLOGICAL FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE JOB SATISFACTION AND CAREER
ASPIRATIONS OF GHANAIAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS.
SO DAI V35(04), SEC A, P1889.

AN AUGUO1-05594.
AU MCDONALD, GEOFFREY THOMAS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI AGRICULTURAL LAND USE FORECASTING: AN EXAMPLE OF FIELD CROPS IN
SO DAI V35(04), SEC A, P2150.

AN AUGUO1-05499.
AU LAU, HUNG-HAY.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI AN EVALUATION OF THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CONTINENTAL FREE TRADE IN
USED CARS ON EMPLOYMENT IN THE CANADIAN AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY.
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AN ADG01-05490.
AU SHEIKH, MUNIR AHMED.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI ECONOMICS OF SMUGGLING: THEORY AND APPLICATION.
SO DAI V35(03), SEC A, P1329.

AN ADG01-05482.
AU ZODRAN, ERWIN LORENZ.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI CONTRIBUTION TO THE INFORMAL THEORY OF GEOLOGICAL MINERAL SAMPLE, IN TWO PARTS.
SO DAI V35(02), SEC L, P0848.

AN ADG01-05400.
AU KEEF, ANNE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO (CANADA) (1141) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI PROCESSES FOR SERIAL RECALL RELATED TO THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND INTELLIGENCE OF CHILDREN IN GRADE ONE.
SO DAI V35(01), SEC A, P0367.

AN ADG01-05210.
AU HICKLEY, DANIEL B.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI LOCAL-LEVEL RESPONSES TO INDUCED ECONOMIC CHANGE IN THE WAINDA VALLEY, FIJI: A CASE STUDY IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ECONOMICS.
SO DAI V34(12), SEC B, P5798.

AN ADG01-05140.
AU RUTZ, HENRY JOHN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI RELUCTANT ENTREPRENEURS: ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND CAPITAL MANAGEMENT IN A NEWFOUNDLAND FISHERY.
SO DAI V34(12), SEC B, P5800.
AN ADG01-04848.
AU HOFFMAN, DOUGLAS WEIR.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO (CANADA) (1141) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI CROP YIELDS OF SOIL CAPABILITY CLASSES AND THEIR USES IN PLANNING FOR AGRICULTURE.
SO DAI V34(10), SEC B, P5009.

AN ADG74-03044.
AU LEIPZIGER, DANNY MELVYN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO (CANADA) (0024) PH.D. 1973, 139PP.
SO DAI V34(10), SEC B, P6242.

AN ADG01-04754.
AU WHITEHEAD, ROBERT EDGAR.
IN UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK (CANADA) (0823) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI APPLICATION OF ROCK GEOCHEMISTRY TO PROBLEMS OF MINERAL EXPLORATION AND ORE GENESIS AT HEATH STEELE MINES, NEW BRUNSWICK.
SO DAI V34(09), SEC P, P4458.

AN ADG01-04726.
AU IRVINE, FLORENCE GLADYS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SOME CURRICULAR PROBLEMS OF SELECTED RURAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN ONTARIO, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY OF STUDENTS.
SO DAI V34(09), SEC A, P5587.

AN ADG01-04687.
AU BAYER, MARVIN BENNO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI CONTRIBUTIONS TO WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT: OPTIMIZATION OF RIVER BASIN WATER QUALITY MODELS USING NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING.
SO DAI V34(08), SEC B, P3832.

AN ADG01-04547.
AU BLISS, NEIL W.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TWO ULTRAMAFIC BODIES AT THE SOUTHWEST END OF THE MANITOBA NICKEL BELT: WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CHROMITE Q0071
MINERALOGY.
SO DAI V34(07), SEC B, P3304.

************************************************************************* AN ADG01-04546.
AU CLARKE, ROGER MERVYN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI IN THEM DAYS: THE BREAKDOWN OF A TRADITIONAL FISHING ECONOMY IN AN ENGLISH VILLAGE ON THE GASPE COAST.
SO DAI V34(07), SEC B, P3297.

************************************************************************* AN ADG01-04545.
AU CECIL, ROBERT GERALD.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI SPATIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FISHING ACTIVITY IN SELECTED SOUTHEASTERN CARIBBEAN ISLANDS.
SO DAI V34(07), SEC B, P3297.

************************************************************************* AN ADG02-77882.
AU CAMPBELL, NEIL MACDOUGALL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO (CANADA) (1141) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI AN EVALUATION AND POLICY PROPOSAL: ONTARIO FARM ENLARGEMENT AND CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM.
SO DAI V34(05), SEC A, P2808.

************************************************************************* AN ADG02-77790.
AU MARK, WILLIAM LEWIS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
SO DAI V34(04), SEC A, P1439.

************************************************************************* AN ADG02-77778.
AU ELKIN, LURNE.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF REGINA (CANADA) (0148) PH.D. 1972 001PP.
TI SOCIOLOGY OF STUPIDITY.
SO DAI V34(03), SEC B, P1273.

************************************************************************* AN ADG02-77782.
AU LAWRI, DOUGLAS ARCHIE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1972 001PP.
TI DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN ONTARIO, 1870-1910.
SO DAI V34(03), SEC A, P1109.

************************************************************************* AN ADG02-77583.
AU WELLS, HAROLD GEORGE.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1972 001PP.
TI THE THEME OF FREEDOM IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PAUL RICOEUR.
SO DAI V34(02), SEC A, P0859.
AN ADG02-77517.
AU HELLEINER, FREDERICK MARIA.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1972 001PP.
TI A GEOGRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF RECREATIONAL WATERWAYS, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE TRENT-SEVERN WATERWAY.
SO DAI V34(01), SEC B, P0270.

AN ADG73-12237.
AU ANDERKS, GERHARD.
IN TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY (0803) PH.D. 1972 215PP.
TI ON THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF CANADA'S NORTHWEST TERRITORIES.
SO DAI V33(11), SEC A, P5909.

AN ADG73-09997.
AU MCCRORIE, JAMES NAPIER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN (0090) PH.D. 1972 540PP.
TI THE SASKATCHEWAN FARMERS' MOVEMENT: A CASE STUDY.
SO DAI V33(11), SEC A, P6463.

AN ADG02-77362.
AU NKEMDIRIM, BERNARD ANYAEGBULAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1971 001PP.
TI CHANGE, POWER AND CONFLICT: A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE.
SO DAI V33(11), SEC A, P6479.

AN ADG02-77351.
AU ROBERTS, WESLEY ADOLPHE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH (CANADA) (0081) PH.D. 1972 001PP.
TI THE JAMAICAN PLANTOCRACY: A STUDY OF THEIR ECONOMIC INTERESTS, 1866-1914.
SO DAI V33(11), SEC A, P6286.

AN ADG01-07878.
AU AIM, EDWARD MASON.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1972 001PP.
TI RESOURCES FOR ONTARIO SECONDARY EDUCATION: THEIR DISTRIBUTION AND RELATIONSHIP TO EDUCATIONAL OUTPUTS.
SO DAI V33(10), SEC A, P5421.

AN ADG01-07777.
AU HOGAN, MARY PATRICIA.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1971 001PP.
TI WISTOW: A SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RECONSTITUTION IN THE FOURTEENTH-CENTURY.
SO DAI V33(09), SEC A, P5071.

AN ADG01-07635.
AU SLACK, BRIAN.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1972 001PP.
A GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM OF PORTS ON THE SOUTH SHORE OF THE LOWER ST. LAWRENCE RIVER.
SO DAI V33(07), SEC B, P3138.

AN ADG01-07486.
AU BRUCK, MARGARET.
IN McGill University (Canada) (0781) Ph.D. 1972 001PP.
TI THE INFLUENCE OF KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENCE ON THE LANGUAGE ACQUISITION OF CHILDREN FROM DIFFERENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS.
SO DAI V33(06), SEC B, P2830.

AN ADG72-29245.
AU ZAJAC, IHOR STEPHAN.
IN the University of Michigan (0127) Ph.D. 1972 312PP.
TI THE STRATIGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY OF THE SOKOMAN FORMATION IN THE KNOB LAKE AREA, QUEBEC AND NEWFOUNDLAND.
SO DAI V33(05), SEC B, P2159.

AN ADG72-25693.
AU ZUDEKAR, ARVIND V.
IN the University of Pennsylvania (0175) Ph.D. 1972 198PP.
TI INTERRELATION IN TIME SERIES OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC VARIABLES: AUSTRALIA AND CANADA.
SO DAI V33(04), SEC A, P1862.

AN ADG01-07410.
AU CRAIGIE, DAVID EDWARD.
IN the University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1971 001PP.
SO DAI V33(03), SEC B, P1322.

AN ADG01-07393.
AU BROOKES, DESMOND RODWELL.
IN the University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1971 001PP.
TI PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF MATHEMATICAL ACHIEVEMENT AND ABILITY AMONG GRADE 9 STUDENTS.
SO DAI V33(03), SEC B, P1183.

AN ADG01-07387.
AU KACIRA, NIYAZI.
IN the University of Western Ontario (Canada) (0784) Ph.D. 1972 001PP.
TI GEOLOGY OF CHROMITITE OCCURRENCES AND ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS OF THE THETFORD MINES—ISRAELI AREA, QUEBEC.
SO DAI V33(03), SEC B, P1158.

AN ADG72-23541.
AU LIGHTMAN, ERNIE STANLEY.
IN the University of California, Berkley (0028) Ph.D. 1972 234PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF MILITARY MANPOWER SUPPLY IN CANADA.
AN ADGO1-07494.
AU BUCOVETSKY, MEYER WILFRED.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1971 001PP.
TI TAX REFORM IN CANADA: A CASE STUDY OF THE MINING INDUSTRY.
SO DAI V33(01), SEC A, P0051.

AN ADGO1-03529.
AU HU, DAVID CHIU-CHUN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO (CANADA) (1141) PH.D. 1971 001PP.
TI CONTROL COMPUTATIONS WITH ECONOMETRIC AND ECONOMIC MODELS.
SO DAI V32(12), SEC B, P7034.

AN ADGO1-03015.
AU JUTLAH, CLIFFORD BENJAMIN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1970 001PP.
TI INCOME TAX RELATIONSHIPS: ESTIMATION AND ROLE IN ECONOMIC STABILIZATION.
SO DAI V32(10), SEC A, P5450.

AN ADGO1-03277.
AU MUKHERJEE, TUSHAR KANTI.
IN UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH (CANADA) (0081) PH.D. 1970 001PP.
TI GENETIC PARAMETERS OF SOME BIOCHEMICAL COMPONENTS OF BLOOD AND ECONOMIC TRAITS IN TURKEYS.
SO DAI V32(09), SEC B, P4954.

AN ADGO1-01905.
AU NELLES, HENRY VIVIAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1970 001PP.
TI THE POLITICS OF DEVELOPMENT: FORESTS, MINES AND HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER IN ONTARIO, 1890-1939.
SO DAI V32(09), SEC A, P5158.

AN ADGO1-03229.
AU VENKATARAMAN, SUNDARAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH (CANADA) (0081) PH.D. 1971 001PP.
TI CLAY MINERALS AND DISCONTINUITIES IN NINE SOUTHERN ONTARIO SOIL PROFILES.
SO DAI V32(08), SEC B, P4351.

AN ADG72-06202.
AU MARSHALL, RICHARD EUGENE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA (0175) PH.D. 1971 350PP.
SO DAI V32(08), SEC A, P4694.
AN ADG01-03188.
AU FOGGIN, PETER MICHAEL.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1970 001PP.
TI AN INDUCTIVE MODEL OF CHANGES IN THE INTRA-URBAN LAND VALUE SURFACE: THE IMPACT OF TRANSPORTATION, LAND USE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS IN CENTRAL MONTREAL.
SO DAI V32(07), SEC B, P4001.

AN ADG01-01879.
AU OLAYEMI, JOSEPH KAYODE.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI PEASANT COCOA PRODUCTION IN WESTERN NIGERIA: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS.
SO DAI V32(07), SEC A, P3523.

AN ADG01-01878.
AU O'NEILL, HELEN BERNADETTE.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI SOME SPATIAL ASPECTS OF IRISH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
SO DAI V32(07), SEC A, P3513.

AN AUG71-26359.
AU RAY, ARTHUR JOSEPH, JR.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON (0262) PH.D. 1971, 355PP.
TI INDIAN EXPLOITATION OF THE FOREST-GRASSLAND TRANSITION ZONE IN WESTERN CANADA, 1650-1860: A GEOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF TWO CENTURIES OF CHANGE.
SO DAI V32(06), SEC B, P3432.

AN AUG71-25724.
AU HEAD, CLIFFORD GRANT.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON (0262) PH.D. 1971, 531PP.
TI THE CHANGING GEOGRAPHY OF NEWFOUNDLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
SO DAI V32(06), SEC B, P3429.

AN AUG71-25276.
AU LLOYD, DONALD LOFTUS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND (0117) PH.D. 1971 575PP.
SO DAI V32(04), SEC B, P2225.

AN ADG01-02805.
AU UDD, JOHN EAMAN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1970 001PP.
TI STUDIES RELATING TO ABUTMENT STRESSES FOR MINES.
SO DAI V32(01), SEC B, P0335.

AN ADG71-18288.
AU ST-LOUIS, ROBERT.
IN MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY (0128) PH.D. 1970 288PP.
TI A SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF PLANNED DAIRY FARM DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN QUEBEC.
SO DAI V32(01), SEC A, P0059.

*************************************************
AN ADG01-01761.
AU FELEDY, JULES ALEXANDER.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1970 001PP.
TI HUNGARO-GERMAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS, 1919-1939.
SO DAI V32(01), SEC A, P0353.

*************************************************
AN ADG01-01759.
AU HILL, ROBERT ANDREW.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1970 000PP.
SO DAI V32(01), SEC A, P0337.

*************************************************
AN ADG01-02441.
AU DHAR, BHARAT BHUSHAN.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1970 001PP.
TI A THREE-DIMENSIONAL STUDY OF PILLAR STRESSES IN MINES WITH IRREGULAR MINING BOUNDARIES.
SO DAI V31(10), SEC B, P6022.

*************************************************
AN ADG01-02358.
AU ALI, MIR MASOOM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1969 001PP.
TI UN THE "STUDENT"-FISHER RATIO.
SO DAI V31(08), SEC B, P4821.

*************************************************
AN ADG70-27142.
AU MATTHEWS, DAVID RALPH LEE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA (0130) PH.D. 1970 568PP.
TI COMMUNITIES IN TRANSITION: AN EXAMINATION OF GOVERNMENT INITIATED COMMUNITY MIGRATION IN RURAL NEWFOUNDLAND.
SO DAI V31(07), SEC A, P3070.

*************************************************
AN ADG70-23125.
AU LINDGREN, DAVID TRECEWELL.
IN BOSTON UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL (0822) PH.D. 1970 132PP.
TI THE INTERRUPTIVE-EFFECT OF THE MAINE - NEW BRUNSWICK BOUNDARY: A STUDY IN POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY.
SO DAI V31(06), SEC B, P3474.

*************************************************
AN ADG70-21034.
AU PEARKSON, ROGER WILLIAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN (0090) PH.D. 1970 251PP.
TI RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES AND REGIONAL VIABILITY: A STUDY OF THE GREAT SLAVE LAKE REGION, CANADA.
SO DAI V31(05), SEC B, P2758.
AN ADG01-02229.
AU SATSANGI, PREM SARAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO (CANADA) (1141) PH.D. 1969 001PP.
TI A GENERALIZED SYSTEM THEORY FRAMEWORK FOR MODELLING LARGE SCALE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.
SO DAI V31(05), SEC B, P2686.

*************************************************************
AN ADG01-02156.
AU LIU, TSUNG-HUA.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1969 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC GROWTH MODEL FOR A DUALISTIC UNDERDEVELOPED ECONOMY.
SO DAI V31(04), SEC B, P2123.

*************************************************************
AN ADG01-02041.
AU MACPHERSON, ALAN GIBSON.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1968 001PP.
SO DAI V31(03), SEC B, P1346.

*************************************************************
AN ADG01-02001.
AU LEE, TERENCE RICHARD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1968 001PP.
TI RESIDENTIAL WATER DEMAND AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
SO DAI V31(02), SEC B, P0751.

*************************************************************
AN ADG01-01361.
AU TYLER, ALBERT VINCENT.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI FOOD RESOURCE DIVISION IN A COMMUNITY OF MARINE FISHES.
SO DAI V30(12), SEC B, P5761.

*************************************************************
AN ADG01-04239.
AU KOLT, STANLEY ERNEST.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA (0156) PH.D. 1969, 148PP.
TI THE ESTABLISHMENT AND FINANCING OF JUNIOR COLLEGES IN RURAL MANITOBA.
SO DAI V30(09), SEC A, P3687.

*************************************************************
AN ADG01-00202.
AU MATHEW, MULAMOOTIL PHILIP.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1969 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF RUBBER PLANTATIONS IN INDIA: A BENEFIT - COST EVALUATION.
SO DAI V30(07), SEC A, P2688.

*************************************************************
GEOGRAPHIC METHODOLOGY.
SO DAI V30(02), SEC B, P0703.

AN ADG01-00978.
AU KELLY, KENNETH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1968 001PP.
TI THE AGRICULTURAL GEOGRAPHY OF SIMCOE COUNTY, ONTARIO, 1820-1880.
SO DAI V30(02), SEC B, P0702.

AN ADG01-00193.
AU MAY, JOSEPH AUSTIN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1968 001PP.
TI KANT'S CONCEPT OF GEOGRAPHY AND ITS RELATION TO RECENT GEOGRAPHICAL
THOUGHT.
SO DAI V30(02), SEC A, P0765.

AN ADG01-00179.
AU MOLDOFSKY, NAOMI.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0761) PH.D. 1969 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT OF NORTH AFRICAN JEWISH IMMIGRANTS IN
MONTREAL.
SO DAI V30(01), SEC A, P0023.

AN ADG01-00549.
AU MACDOUGALL, EDWARD BRUCE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1967 001PP.
TI FARM NUMBER CHANGES IN RELATION TO LAND CAPABILITY AND ALTERNATIVE
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY IN THE NORTH PART OF CENTRAL ONTARIO.
SO DAI V29(09), SEC B, P3357.

AN ADG68-15142.
AU POWNELL, GRACE LILLIAN.
IN THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY (0176) PH.D. 1968 260PP.
TI A GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF RECENT TRADE PATTERNS OF HALIFAX AND SAINT
JOHN.
SO DAI V29(05), SEC B, P1725.

AN ADG68-08915.
AU CUNNINGHAM-OUNLOP, PETER K.
IN PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (0181) PH.D. 1967 290PP.
TI GEOLOGY OF ECONOMIC URANIFEROUS PEGMATITES IN THE BANCROFT AREA,
ONTARIO.
SO DAI V28(12), SEC B, P5077.

AN ADG68-05911.
AU LAL, RADHEY.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN (CANADA) (0780) PH.D. 1967 153PP.
TI A LABORATORY STUDY OF EFFECT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND PACKERS ON SOIL.
SO DAI V28(10), SEC B, P4106.
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AN ADG68-03509.
AU LOVERING, JAMES HERBERT.
IN CORNELL UNIVERSITY (0058) PH.D. 1967 236PP.
TI AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES, SOUTHEASTERN RENFREW COUNTY, ONTARIO.
SO DAI V28(09), SEC A, P3329.

AN ADG68-01874.
AU TREGSEND, PETER CHAPIN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN (0090) PH.D. 1967 312PP.
TI AN INVESTIGATION OF THE GROUNDWATER RESOURCES OF THE ANNAPOLIS-CORNWALLIS VALLEY, NOVA SCOTIA.
SO DAI V28(08), SEC B, P3346.

AN ADG01-00658.
AU SILVA, WANNIARATCHE PERCY TERRENCE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1966, 001PP.
TI THE SOUTHERN GEORGIA BAY REGION 1855-1961: A STUDY IN ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY.
SO DAI V28(04), SEC B, P1570.

AN ADG01-00102.
AU CULL, JAMES.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1966, 001PP.
TI TAXATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA.
SO DAI V28(04), SEC A, P1185.

AN ADG01-00579.
AU BURGER, DIONYS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1966, 001PP.
TI CALCIUM RELEASE AND WEATHERABILITY OF SOME PRIMARY MINERALS ASSESSED WITH JACK PINE (PINUS BANKSIANA, LAMB.) AND WEATHERING SOLUTIONS.
SO DAI V28(02), SEC B, P0394.

AN ADG67-07723.
AU FENIAK, MARY ELIZABETH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA (0130) PH.D. 1966, 177PP.
TI A DIETARY STUDY OF A GROUP OF RURAL MANITOBA FAMILIES.
SO DAI V28(01), SEC B, P0251.

AN ADG67-07640.
AU FIRESTONE, MELVIN M.
IN UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (0250) PH.D. 1966, 201PP.
TI SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF A NORTHERN NEWFOUNDLAND FISHING SETTLEMENT.
SO DAI V27(12), SEC B, P4222.

AN ADG67-06142.
AU PARKER, KEITH ALFRED.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND (0117) PH.D. 1966, 322PP.
TI THE STAPLE INDUSTRIES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, CANADA 1841-1867.
SO DAI V27(11), SEC A, P3819.

AN ADG67-04116.
AU NEISLER, ALBERT C.
IN NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH (0145) PH.D. 1966 412PP.
TI THE IMPACT OF THE CANADA-UNITED STATES AUTOMOTIVE AGREEMENT ON
CANADA'S MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY: A STUDY IN ECONOMIES OF SCALE.
SO DAI V27(10), SEC A, P3182.

AN ADG67-02417.
AU BOUCHARD, ANDRE JOSEPH.
IN THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (0168) PH.D. 1966 319PP.
TI TRAINING NEEDS OF COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION AGENTS IN QUEBEC,
CANADA.
SO DAI V27(09), SEC A, P2821.

AN ADG66-09582.
AU BRUNSON, HAROLD EMORY.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN (CANADA) (0780) PH.D. 1965 276PP.
TI THE DEVELOPING STRUCTURE OF THE SASKATCHEWAN MEAT PACKING INDUSTRY: A
STUDY OF ECONOMIC WELFARE.
SO DAI V27(05), SEC A, P1167.

AN ADG61-00031.
AU NOWLAN, DAVID MICHAEL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1965 001PP.
TI TECHNICAL CHANGE IN MODELS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH.
SO DAI V27(04), SEC A, P0877.

AN ADG61-00406.
AU HARRIS, DONALD CLAYTON.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1964 001PP.
TI THE APPLICATION OF X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY TO THE STUDY OF THREE NEW ORE
MINERALS.
SO DAI V27(03), SEC B, P0899.

AN ADG66-06372.
AU MUNDIE, JOHN DUNCAN.
IN STANFORD UNIVERSITY (0212) PH.D. 1966 244PP.
TI THE PERFECTING OF MARKETING INFORMATION FOR INDUSTRIES IN A
DEVELOPING INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY—WITH REFERENCE TO THE PROVINCE OF
MANITOBA.
SO DAI V27(01), SEC A, P0024.

AN ADG66-06310.
AU WARE, DENNIS WILLIAM.
IN THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (0168) PH.D. 1965 181PP.
TI THE ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF FREE TRADE IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.
AN ADG66-04145.
AU BLAIR, ALEXANDER MARSHALL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN (0090) PH.D. 1965 284PP.
TI SURFACE EXTRACTION OF NON-METALLIC MINERALS IN ONTARIO SOUTHWEST OF
THE FRONTENAC AXIS.
SO DAI V26(12) P7253.

AN ADG66-05349.
AU MAYO, WILLIAM LEONARD.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (0127) PH.D. 1964 229PP.
TI THE DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY AS AN INDEPENDENT
SUBJECT IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
SO DAI V25(12) P7027.

AN ADG66-02942.
AU ARNDT, SVEN WILLIAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY (0028) PH.D. 1964 084PP.
SO DAI V25(11) P6263.

AN ADG64-11082.
AU GELMAN, ROBERT M.
IN THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA (0043) PH.D. 1964 393PP.
TI ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINING INDUSTRIES OF THE NORTHERN
FRONTIER UNDER A PLANNED AND A FREE ECONOMY: THE SOVIET UNION AND
CANADA.
SO DAI V25(07) P3872.

AN ADG64-10484.
AU SCHMUS, WILLIAM RANDALL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES (0031) PH.D. 1964 112PP.
TI THE GEOCHRONOLOGY OF THE BLIND RIVER - BRUCE MINES AREA, ONTARIO,
CANADA.
SO DAI V25(04) P2451.

AN ADG64-10242.
AU HARRIS, RICHARD COLEBROOK.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON (0262) PH.D. 1964 442PP.
TI A GEOGRAPHY OF THE SEIGNEURL SYSTEM IN CANADA DURING THE FRENCH
REGIME.
SO DAI V25(04) P2437.

AN ADG64-02661.
AU ANDERSON, ALFRED TITUS, JR.
IN PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (0181) PH.D. 1963 183PP.
TI A CONTRIBUTION TO THE MINERALOGY AND PETROLOGY OF THE BRULE LAKE
ANORTHOSITE MASSIF, QUEBEC.
SO DAI V24(11) P4721.
AN ADG64-02820.
AU SCHILLER, EDWARD ALEXANDER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF UTAH (0240) PH.D. 1963 199PP.
TI MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY OF THE GUYSBOROUGH AREA, NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA.
SO DAI V24(10) P4146.

AN ADG03-08433.
AU MURSKY, GREGORY.
IN STANFORD UNIVERSITY (0212) PH.D. 1963 195PP.
TI MINERALOGY, PETROLOGY, AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF HUNTER BAY AREA, GREAT BEAR LAKE, NWT (NORTHWEST TERRITORIES,) CANADA.
SO DAI V24(03) P1137.

AN ADG63-04149.
AU FAULK, FLOYD ALVIN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA (0175) PH.D. 1962 152PP.
TI MIGRATION AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY IN CANADA, 1921-1951.
SO DAI V24(01) P0136.

AN ADG63-03750.
AU WRIGHT, PHILIP ALAN.
IN MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY (0128) PH.D. 1962 137PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF POTATO YIELDS ON CERTAIN ONTARIO MINERAL SOILS IN CONTROLLED FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS, 1954-1956.
SO DAI V23(12) P4556.

AN ADG62-03037.
AU WINTER, GEORGE ROBERT.
IN IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY (0097) PH.D. 1962 229PP.
TI EXTERNAL ECONOMIES AND DISECONOMIES IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WITH REFERENCE TO CANADA.
SO DAI V23(02) P0466.

AN ADG02-08481.
AU EMSLIE, RONALD FRANK.
IN NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY (0163) PH.D. 1961 187PP.
TI THE PETROLOGY AND ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF TWO MAFIC INTRUSIONS IN THE LYNN LAKE AREA, NORTHERN MANITOBA.
SO DAI V22(09) P3152.

AN ADG61-03385.
AU FILE, EDGAR FRANCIS.
IN BOSTON UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL (0822) PH.D. 1961 285PP.
TI A SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF CHURCH UNION IN CANADA.
SO DAI V22(04) P1271.

AN ADG60-06861.
AU DUDAR, JOHN STEVE.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (0127) PH.D. 1960 183PP.
TI THE GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY OF THE Verna Uranium Deposit, Beaverlodge,
AN ADG60-03988.
AU ROBERTSON, ROBERT ALLEN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN (0090) PH.D. 1960 264PP.
TI AN ANALYSIS OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY AS A FACTOR IN THE ECONOMIC LIFE OF CANADA.
SO DAI V21(07) P1787.

AN ADG60-04572.
AU WULU, IVOR PETERSON.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN (0227) PH.D. 1960 261PP.
TI ECONOMIC CHANGE IN CANADA, PRE WAR TO RECENT, EMPHASIZING AGGREGATES.
SO DAI V21(06) P1400.

AN ADG60-03679.
AU PLOTNICK, ALAN RALPH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA (0175) PH.D. 1960 469PP.
TI ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL POLICY ASPECTS OF MARKETING WESTERN CANADIAN PETROLEUM IN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.
SO DAI V21(04) P0791.

AN ADG59-01855.
AU PROCTOR, RICHARD MALCOLM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS (0099) PH.D. 1960 147PP.
TI QUANTITATIVE CLAY MINERALOGY OF THE VANGUARD AND BLAIRMORE FORMATIONS, SOUTHWESTERN SASKATCHEWAN.
SO DAI V20(12) P4635.

AN ADG59-05939.
AU SHEARER, RONALD ALEXANDER.
IN THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (0168) PH.D. 1959 410PP.
TI INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT, ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE CASE OF CANADA.
SO DAI V20(06) P2087.

AN ADG59-03205.
AU MCDERMUTT, GEORGE LOUIS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON (0262) PH.D. 1959 179PP.
TI ADVANCING AND RETREATING FRONTIERS OF AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT IN THE GREAT CLAY BELT OF ONTARIO AND QUEBEC.
SO DAI V20(04) P1316.

AN ADG59-02690.
AU BAKER, HAROLD REID.
IN CORNELL UNIVERSITY (0058) PH.D. 1959 178PP.
TI AN OPINION SURVEY OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WORK IN ONTARIO.
SO DAI V20(01) P0193.
AN ADG59-01293.
AU QUIRKE, TERENCE THOMAS, JR.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA (0130) PH.D. 1958 147PP.
TI MINERALOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE TEMISCAMIE IRON-FORMATION, LAKE
ALBANEL IRON RANGE, MISTASSINI TERRITORY, QUEBEC, CANADA.
SO DAI V19(10) P2579.

AN ADG00-19724.
AU VANDERHILL, BURKE GORDON.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (0127) PH.D. 1956 315PP.
TI SETTLEMENT IN FOREST LANDS OF MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN, AND ALBERTA: A
GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS.
SO DAI V17(01) P0127.

AN ADG00-14510.
AU DUNCAN, CRAIG.
IN THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (0168) PH.D. 1955 319PP.
TI THE SASKATCHEWAN RIVER BASIN, CANADA: A GEOGRAPHICAL APPRAISAL OF THE
WATER RESOURCES.
SO DAI V16(01) P0097.

AN ADG00-15061.
AU MURRAY, MALCOLM ARTHUR.
IN SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY (0659) PH.D. 1955 230PP.
TI A GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF MORTALITY FOR SELECTED ONTARIO AND OHIO -
INDIANA CITIES.

AN ADG00-11742.
AU CANADA, RALPH WESLEY.
IN THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY (0176) ED.D. 1954, 162PP.
TI THE RELATIONSHIP OF PARTICIPATING EXPERIENCES IN STUDENT TEACHING TO
COMPARABLE EXPERIENCES IN TEACHING VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE.
SO ADD VX1(97).

AN ADG03-27201.
AU TEKLEMARIAM, YILMA.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI WATER AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN ETHIOPIA: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
OF POTENTIAL RETURNS TO PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN AGRICULTURAL WATER
PROJECTS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-27165.
AU PADUA, JORGE ANTONIO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI EDUCATION, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN LATIN AMERICA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
AN AOG03-27161.
AU NOCK, DAVIO ALLAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI THE INTIMATE CONNECTION: LINKS BETWEEN THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEMS IN CANADIAN FEDERAL POLITICS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AOG03-27159.
AU NIELSEN, PETER ALFRED.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY AND MINERALOGY OF THE ARSENO LAKE AREA, N.W.T.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AOG03-27155.
AU NARAYAN, JAY.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI FIJI - A CASE STUDY IN SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AOG03-24817.
AU NELSON, RANDLE WAKREN.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI GROWTH OF THE MODERN UNIVERSITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SOCIOLOGY OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AOG03-24727.
AU SCHOLER, MARC.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
TI COMPARAISON DE L'EFFICACITE RELATIVE D'UN LIVRE "BROUILLF" ET D'UN TERMINAL D'ORDINATEUR COMME MODES D'ADMINISTRATION D'UN ENSEIGNEMENT PROGRAMME EN GEOGRAPHIE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AOG03-23408.
AU WINTUBE, RONALD STEPHEN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF BUREAUCRACY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AOG03-23363.
AU RESNICK, PHILIP.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-23290.
AU MCKINNON, SARAH MORGAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI TRADITIONAL RURAL ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHWEST FRANCE AND QUEBEC: 1600-1800.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-23246.
AU KUZIAR, ANDREW.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI APPLICATIONS OF AUDIO-FREQUENCY MAGNETOTELLURICS TO PERMAFROST CRUSTAL Sounding, AND MINERAL EXPLORATION.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-23220.
AU JUNG, HONG SEO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC MODEL OF PETROLEUM EXPLORATION.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-23214.
AU JESTIN, WAAREN JAMES.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1977, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-23106.
AU DAVIES, JOAN ANNE MORELAND.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI ETHNIC DEMAND HIERARCHIES IN THE MARKET PLACE: ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EXCHANGE IN KENSINGTON MARKET (TORONTO).
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-23104.
AU DAVENPORT, PAUL THEOURE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-23102.
AU D'ARCY, KENNETH CARL KOSS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI CHANGE AND CONSEQUENCE IN A MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM: THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL CHAPTERS IN A SOCIOLOGY OF MENTAL ILLNESS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
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IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI BETTER CONQUER HEARTS THAN CITADELS: A STUDY IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF
CULTURE AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN VIETNAM.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-20052.
AU BIRD, JOHN RICHARD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI OPTIMAL GUIDANCE OF ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-20036.
AU TOWNSEND, NORMAN ARTHUR.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI LIMITED OPTIONS CONTINGENCY AND CONSTRAINT IN THE ECONOMY OF THE
POKUMO OF NORTH-EASTERN KENYA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-20015.
AU KWONG, CHAK-SIN JULIA.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-19989.
AU VAUGHAN, MICHAEL ERYAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CANADIAN RESTRANTS ON IMPORTS OF LOW COST
COTTON YARNS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-19934.
AU JACOBS, ABRAHAM HERSCH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI THE RESPONSE OF FARMERS TO INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION IN ENGLAND.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-19916.
AU FOWLER, DAVID JOHN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI A COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF CANADIAN AND UNITED STATES
MANUFACTURING AND MINING INDUSTRIES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-19418.
AU SYED, AFTAB ALI.
IN SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI STRUCTURAL CHANGE, KEY SECTORS AND LINKAGE-BALANCED GROWTH: AN
INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS OF THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

************************************************************************************
AN ADG03-19407.
AU NEWTON, KEITH.
IN SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPONSORED INSTITUTIONAL AND
- ON-THE-JOB TRAINING IN CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-19406.
AU MIRZA, ROCKY MOHAMED SULAIMAN.
IN SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0791) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI MARKETING ACTIVITY, THE LEVEL OF INCOME, AND THE RATE OF GROWTH; A
THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF SELLING EFFORT AND ITS IMPACT
ON THE MACRO ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-19200.
AU AKINTUNDE, OLUGBOLAGA.
IN DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0328) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI A STRUCTURAL STUDY OF AN AFRICAN ECONOMY: NIGERIA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-19192.
AU MACLEAN, LÉONARD.
IN DALHOUUSIE UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0328) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI OPTIMAL ECONOMIC GROWTH.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-19103.
AU POWELL, GRAHAM CLIFFORD.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON WATER RESOURCE PLANNING: SASKATCHEWAN -
1965 TO 1969.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-19065.
AU NEWKIRK, ROSS THOMAS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI A COMPUTER-BASED PLANNING SYSTEM TO OPTIMIZE ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE
ALLOCATIONS WHEN LOCATING UTILITIES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-18858.
AU MULLALLY, HENRY ANTHONY DENIS.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM IN A SPATIAL ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-181201.
AU JOLLY, ROBERT WILLIAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA (0130) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE GRAIN-LIVESTOCK ECONOMY IN CANADA WITH A SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURAL POLICY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-17753.
AU LAKE, RICHARD WALLACE.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC DECISION MODEL FOR MINERAL DEVELOPMENT IN CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-17752.
AU KIERZKOWSKI, HENRYK IGNACY.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI SHORT-RUN ECONOMIC FLUCTUATIONS AND STABILIZATION POLICIES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-17712.
AU BENTLEY, MARY PATRICIA.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-17710.
AU ARMSTRONG, ROBERT CLARKE.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI THE DISPERSION OF MERCURY AND OTHER METALS RELATED TO MINERAL DEPOSITS IN THE CANADIAN CORDILLERA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-15130.
AU HEDLEY, MAX JOSEPH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1976, 001PP.
TI THE SOCIAL CONDITIONS OF PRODUCTION AND THE DYNAMICS OF TRADITION: INDEPENDENT COMMODITY PRODUCTION IN CANADIAN AGRICULTURE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-15110.
AU WILSON, LEROY JOHN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG03-15106.
AU TRAVIS, LEROY DOUGLAS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI POLITICAL ECONOMY, SOCIAL LEARNING AND ACTIVISM: TOWARD A THEORY OF EDUCATIONAL TURMOIL.
AN ADG02-93426.
AU MIRKOVIC, DAMIR.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI DIALECTIC AND SOCIOLOGY: A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF DIALECTICAL
THOUGHT IN WESTERN SOCIOLOGY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-93403.
AU FOSTER, LOIS ELAINE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI A SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON EDUCATION IN
ALBERTA 1957-1959.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-93148.
AU MIRKOVIC, JOHN ROBERT.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIC BASES IN THE THEORY OF CITY GROWTH.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUGO2-93120.
AU LAU, HUNKAN KU.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI ADAPTIVE OPTIMAL REGULATION OF THE CANADIAN ECONOMY USING OPTIMAL
CONTROL THEORY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-92925.
AU NGUYEN, MANH HUNG.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI ESSAYS ON THE OPTIMAL DYNAMIC EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND
THE SOCIAL RATE OF DISCOUNT.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-92884.
AU FINKLE, PETER ZACK ROSS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI FISHERIES MANAGEMENT IN THE NORTHWEST ATLANTIC: CANADIAN
PERSPECTIVES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-92667.
AU WORRELL, RUPERT DE LISLE.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1975, 001PP.
TI THE THEORY OF OPTIMAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES IN A DEVELOPING
COUNTRY (WITH EMPIRICAL APPLICATION TO THE ECONOMY OF JAMAICA).
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
AN AUG02-89759.
AU BANNISTER, GEOFFREY.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI MODES OF CHANGE IN THE ONTARIO ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG02-89536.
AU HARVEY, JACQUELIN.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI LE TRAFIC MARITIME DE LA COTE-NORD. ETUDE GEOGRAPHIQUE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG02-89520.
AU TREMBLAY-QUÉRÉDO, CHRISTIANE.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI VERS UNE SOCIOLOGIE DES SYSTEMES SYMBOLIQUES: ESSAI DE METHODOLOGIE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG02-89274.
AU RAFIE, MARCEL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI DES SCIENCES DITES HUMAINES. (EDITION CRITIQUE DE LA SOCIOLOGIE D'EMILE DURKHEIM).
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG02-89017.
AU REHÖCK, DAVID ALLAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI THE HERMENEUTICS OF SOCIAL ACTION: A STUDY IN THE CONVERGENCE OF
PHENOMENOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG02-89010.
AU NEVE DE MEVERGNIES, FRANÇOIS-XAVIER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMY OF PALATALIZATION IN GALLO-ROMANCE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG02-89004.
AU MATHIMA, PUSHPA RAM.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1974, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF RETAIL PRICES OF CEREAL GRAINS IN NEPAL.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN AUG02-88940.
AU STAVELEY, MICHAEL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI MIGRATION AND MOBILITY IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR: A STUDY IN
POPULATION GEOGRAPHY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
AN ADG02-88923.
AU OMOJELE, TITUS ADEOWALE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI COPPER SUPPLEMENTATION OF SWINE DIETS AS INFLUENCED BY PROTEIN SOURCE
AND TRACE MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-88907.
AU MCREADY, DOUGLAS JACKSON.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI FEDERAL EDUCATION GRANTS, 1945-1967: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-88801.
AU EBEL, BERNHARD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI INTERREGIONAL COMPETITION IN ETHIOPIAN AGRICULTURE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-88587.
AU KERN, ALAN STEVEN.
IN YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0267) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI THE PERCEPTION OF COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTS: THE USE OF A
PHENOMENOLOGICAL COMMUNITY MAPPING TECHNIQUE IN A RURAL AND SUBURBAN
AREA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-81116.
AU LUCAN, RODERICK MACKENZIE.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI THE GEOGRAPHY OF INTER-MUNICIPAL RELATIONS: A CASE STUDY IN THE
GRIMSBY AREA, ONTARIO.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADG02-81113.
AU KWON, OH YUL.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI OPTIMAL FISCAL STRATEGY FOR ECONOMIC STABILIZATION: AN ECONOMETRIC
STUDY WITH ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION TO CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI DISTRIBUTION OF SOME NOBLE-METALS IN SULFIDE AND OXIDE MINERALS IN STRATHCONA MINE, SUDbury.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG02-81056.
AU CLARK, JOHN H.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF FIELD MACHINES: ENGINEERING, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG02-80920.
AU GRICE, JOEL DENISON.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF THE TANTALUM-OXIDE MINERALS TANTALITE AND WODGINITE, AND OF MILLERITE NICKEL-MONOSULFIDE.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG02-80825.
AU RAVELSON, THOMAS JAY.
IN THE JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (0098) PH.D. 1973, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMY OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES OF CANADA: A MACROECONOMIC ESTIMATION.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG02-80453.
AU HUANG, TIEN-JONG.
IN DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0328) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI UN OPTIMAL POLICIES AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN TWO-SECTOR OPEN MODELS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG02-34289.
AU THOBURN, JOHN THOMAS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI EXPORTS IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF WEST MALAYSIA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG02-34291.
AU SHARPLES, BRIAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(97) P.

******************************************************************************
AN ADG02-34248.
AU MALIK, HARGULSHAN SINGH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI THE RELATIONSHIP OF CAREER DECISION MAKING ABILITY TO PERSONALITY, SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, AND VOCATIONAL MATURE.

SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADGO2-34232.
AU JEFFREY, HERBERT BRUCE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI BIOMETRICAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSES OF COW AND CALF VARIABLES AS RELATED TO PREWEANING AND POST-WEANING PERFORMANCE OF CALF.

SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADGO2-34163.
AU MUOUIE, DONALD WAYNE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI AN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF AGRICULTURE PATTERNS, AND RESOURCE APPRAISALS IN RUPERT'S LAND, 1670-1974.

SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADGO2-34156.
AU LAATSC, WILLIAM GANFIELD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI YUKON MINING SETTLEMENT: AN EXAMINATION OF THREE COMMUNITIES.

SO ADD VX1(97) P.

AN ADGO2-32501.
AU TAFI, MARTON.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1972, 001PP.
TI INFLUENCE DU PHOSPHORE, DU POTASSIUM ET DU CALCIUM SUR LA CROISSANCE ET LA TENEUR MINERALE DES RACINES ET DES PARTIES AERIENNES DE CERTAINES ESPECES AGRICOLES.

SO ADD VX1(97) P0010.

AN ADGO2-50369.
AU WALKER, MICHAEL ANGUS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI A LONG TERM ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF THE CANADIAN ECONOMY WITH EMPHASIS ON THE FINANCIAL SECTOR: A SIMULATION STUDY OF SOME ALTERNATIVE POLICY RULES.

SO ADD VX1(97) P0085.

AN ADGO2-50307.
AU DRINWALTE, DAVID ALAN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI SOME ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CANADIAN EXPORTING ITEMS.

SO ADD VX1(97) P0079.

AN ADGO2-50288.
AU O'NEIL, HELEN.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI SOME SPATIAL ASPECTS OF IRISH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
AN ADG02-50214.
AU REDDY, JAMMULA MAHENDER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1971, 001PP. 
TI STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF THE ELASTICITIES OF DEMAND FOR NONDURABLE GOODS IN THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0076.

AN ADG02-37482.
AU LING, KIONG DOONG.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRUCTURAL INference AND BEHRENS-FISHER PROBLEM.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0252.

AN ADG02-36530.
AU PELUDY, ALEXANDER.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI HUNGARIAN-GERMAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS, 1919-1939.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0214.

AN ADG02-36474.
AU OSUNUTEKUN, JOHNSON OLADEPO AKINJIDE.
IN DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0328) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI NIGERIA IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR: THE ECONOMY, REVOLTS, AND THE MILITARY CAMPAIGNS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0213.

AN ADG02-36115.
AU TROUGHTON, MICHAEL JOHN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI FARM-LEVEL INVESTIGATION IN AGRICULTURE GEOGRAPHY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0196.

AN ADG02-36090.
AU WOOD, COLIN JAMES BARRY.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI THE DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS REQUIRING COMMUNITY DECISIONS: A GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0195.

AN ADG02-36087.
AU HEIDENREICH, CONRAD EDMUND.
IN MC MASTER UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0197) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF HURONIA IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0195.
AN AUG 02-36068.
AU SPENCE, EDWARD SMITH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1971, 001PP.
TI AN ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS OF SELECTED STREAMFLOW
  CHARACTERISTICS TO PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS IN THE PLAINS AREA OF
  THE CANADIAN PRAIRIE PROVINCES.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0194.

AN AUS 02-64867.
AU VAGNERS, ULDIS JANIS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI MINERAL DISTRIBUTION IN TILLS IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ONTARIO.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0191.

AN AUS 02-64845.
AU CLARKE, JOHN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI A GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF COLONIAL SETTLEMENT IN THE WESTERN
  DISTRICT OF UPPER CANADA, 1788-1850.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0188.

AN AUS 02-17407.
AU FINNIGAN, BRYAN.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SOME SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL ATTITUDES
  OF FRENCH-CANADIAN, ENGLISH-CANADIAN AND AMERICAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0313.

AN AUS 02-16458.
AU TRACIE, CARL JOSPH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI AN ANALYSIS OF THE THREE VARIABLES AFFECTING FARM LOCATION IN THE
  PROCESS OF AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT—THE SOUTH PEACE RIVER AREA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0186.

AN AUS 02-16455.
AU LUPTON, AUSTIN ALBERT.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI AN ANALYSIS OF SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE AREAL VARIABILITY OF FARM
  SIZE IN ALBERTA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0186.

AN AUS 02-16020.
AU GARROW, PATRICK.
IN UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY (CANADA) (0026) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI THE STATUS AND ANTICIPATED MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS BY SELECTED SECTORS
  OF THE AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY IN ALBERTA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0094.
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AN ADG02-15963.
AU NORMAN, JANE MARGARET.
IN UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY (CANADA) (0026) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI LORAN ARTHUR DE WULFE AND RURAL EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN NOVA SCOTIA.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0084.

AN ADG02-15908.
AU KUSHNER, JOSEPH.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN THE GENERAL HOSPITAL INDUSTRY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0075.

AN ADG02-15907.
AU DAWSON, DONALD ALLAN.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN THE SECONDARY EDUCATION SECTOR IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0075.

AN ADG02-15905.
AU RABEAU, YVES.
IN MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (0753) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI THE FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL FISCAL POLICIES: A SHORT TERM ANALYSIS WITH APPLICATION TO THE QUEBEC ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(97) P0073.

AN ADG02-45335.
AU TUCKER, SAMUEL JOSEPH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
TI A MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF CERTAIN PERSONALITY AND SOCIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO THE PREDICTION OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE FOR MEN.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0102.

AN ADG02-44800.
AU NADEAU, JEAN-PAUL.
IN SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY (0659) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC STUDY OF QUEBEC SAW MILL INDUSTRY.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0006.

AN ADG02-21570.
AU SKIDMORE, WIALLIAM LINCOLN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
TI THE RELATIONSHIP OF MODELS OF MAN TO SOCIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION IN THREE SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0236.

AN ADG02-20561.
AU MURRIE, ROBERT ALEXANDER.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (0330) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
FACTOIRAL ECOLOGY OF METROPOLITAN TORONTO, 1951-1961: AN ESSAY ON THE SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE CITY.

AN ADG02-42870.
AU ORCHARD, GEORGE EDWARD.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) 0781) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.

TII ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN MUSCOVY DURING THE REIGN OF IVAN III.

SO ADD VX1(96) P0155.

AN ADG02-42712.
AU HASHIMOTO, TSUTOMU.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES AND PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN THE METAMORPHOSED SILICATE IRON FORMATION OF THE CAPE SMITH BELT, NEW QUEBEC AND THE LABRADOR TROUGH.

SO ADD VX1(96) P0147.

AN ADG02-42270.
AU BRAIS, ANDRE ROGER.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.

OPTIMIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES USING ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE CRITERIA.

SO ADD VX1(96) P0125.

AN ADG02-41553.
AU BERGEN, JOHN JACOB.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.

SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION IN RURAL MANITOBA.

SO ADD VX1(96) P0078.

AN ADG02-41200.
AU SAUSYR, JOHN ARTHUR.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (0330) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.


SO ADD VX1(96) P0099.

AN ADG02-39159.
AU RAY, DAVID MICHAEL.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (0330) PH.D. 1966, 001PP.

MARKET POTENTIAL AND ECONOMIC SHADOW: A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION IN SOUTHERN ONTARIO.

SO ADD VX1(96) P0119.

AN ADG02-47973.
AU DAVID, PETER PASCAL.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY AND GROUND WATER RESOURCES OF THE PRELATE AREA.

SO ADD VX1(96) P0071.
AN ADG02-47949.
AU PELZER, ERNEST EDWARD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.
TI MINERALOGY, GEOCHEMISTRY AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE BESA RIVER SHALE.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0129.

AN ADG02-47943.
AU FOOTE, DON CHARLES.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.
TI EXPLORATION AND RESOURCE UTILIZATION IN NORTHWESTERN ARCTIC ALASKA BEFORE 1855.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0128.

AN ADG02-47326.
AU WISE, THOMAS FRANK.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.
TI METHODS OF MOBILIZING SURPLUS RURAL LABOUR WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO PAKISTAN.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0053.

AN ADG02-47325.
AU DORLING, MICHAEL JOHN.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.
TI SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS FOR THE CANADIAN CORN ECONOMY IN THE 1961-1962 CROP YEAR.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0053.

AN ADG02-47323.
AU AGAMA, GODFRIED KPORTUFU.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.
TI A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENT PROBLEMS IN A DEVELOPING ECONOMY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CAPITAL FORMATION IN GHANA SINCE 1951.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0053.

AN ADG02-47322.
AU WILKINSON, BRUCE WILLIAM.
IN MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (0753) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.
TI SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF EDUCATION IN CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0053.

AN ADG02-56615.
AU STUDNICKI-GIZBERT, KONRAD W.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1964, 001PP.
TI ECONOMICS OF CANADIAN AIR TRANSPORT INDUSTRY.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0047.
AN AUG02-56613.
AU GORDON, HOWARD S.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1964, 001PP.
TI THEORIZING IN ECONOMICS: A STUDY OF ITS LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS.
SO ADD VX1(90) P0047.

AN AUG02-56612.
AU FEIWEI, GEORGE.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1964, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF THE STATE-OWNED INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES IN POLAND.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0047.

AN AUG02-56547.
AU FLOYD, JOHN EARL.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (0330) PH.D. 1964, 001PP.
TI THE DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS OF FARM POLICY: A COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIENCE OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES IN THE NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0046.

AN AUG02-02666.
AU MUBARAK, NASRELDIN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1963, 001PP.
TI SOME ASPECTS OF BALANCED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0053.

AN AUG02-02655.
AU SUSMAN, EDMUND.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1963, 001PP.
TI THE ROLE OF MORTGAGE BANKING IN THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0052.

AN AUG02-02561.
AU HYDE, MARTIN JAMES.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1963, 001PP.
TI INDIAN COMMERCIAL FISHERIES IN THE PATRICIA DISTRICT OF ONTARIO.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0045.

AN AUG02-01403.
AU MISRA, KAILASH CHANDRA.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN (CANADA) (0780) PH.D. 1963, 001PP.
TI GEOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS OF CERTAIN STIPA SPECIES IN THE NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0005.

AN AUG02-60602.
AU STEPHENS, MICHAEL ARTHUR.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1962, 001PP.
TI THE STATISTICS OF DIRECTIONS: THE FISHER AND VON MISES DISTRIBUTIONS.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0154.

***************************************************************************
AN ADG02-59348.
AU DROLET, JEAN-YVES.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1962, 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS ON SCHOOL ATTENDANCE RATES IN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC FROM 1901 TO 1959.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0070.

***************************************************************************
AN ADG02-59346.
AU JONES, EARL.
IN MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY (0137) PH.D. 1962, 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF RURAL PROGRAMS IN THE AMERICAS (EXCEPT UNITED STATES AND CANADA).
SO ADD VX1(96) P0067.

***************************************************************************
AN ADG02-59232.
AU JUDSON, THOMAS ANDREW.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1962, 001PP.
TI THE FRESHWATER COMMERCIAL FISHING INDUSTRY OF WESTERN CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0061.

***************************************************************************
AN ADG02-59082.
AU O'BRIEN, JOHN WILFRED.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1962, 001PP.
TI PUBLIC AND PRIVATELY-OWNED TELEPHONE SYSTEMS: AN ECONOMIC COMPARISON.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0051.

***************************************************************************
AN ADG02-58371.
AU LUKUSEVICIUS, PETRAS-POVILAS.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1962, 001PP.
TI EFFECTS OF MINERAL NUTRITION AND CERTAIN OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON LOOSE SMUT DEVELOPMENT IN BARLEY.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0007.

***************************************************************************
AN ADG02-24521.
AU HILL, DANIEL GRAFTON.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1961, 001PP.
TI NEGROES IN TORONTO—A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF A MINORITY GROUP.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0183.

***************************************************************************
AN ADG02-24503.
AU PULLMAN, DOUGLAS ROBERT.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1961, 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF SOCIAL ORGANIZATION IN RELATION TO ECONOMIC CHANGE.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0182.

***************************************************************************
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AN ADG02-24490.
AU ROBINSON, IRA MILES.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (0330) PH.D. 1961, 001PP.
TI DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TOWNS ON CANADA'S RESOURCE FRONTIER.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0180.

AN ADG02-22139.
AU SIEVWRIGHT, ERIC COLVILLE.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1961, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0047.

AN ADG02-26136.
AU BINHAMMER, HELMUT HERBERT F.. IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1961, 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF THE RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION SECTOR IN THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0047.

AN ADG02-27842.
AU WATSON, ROY ERNEST LOVE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
TI THE NOVA SCOTIA TEACHERS' UNION: A STUDY IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF FORMAL ORGANIZATIONS.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0173.

AN ADG02-26362.
AU SHEPHERD, NORMAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
TI THE PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY OF THE CROSS LAKE AREA UNGAVA, NEW QUEBEC.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0102.

AN ADG02-26361.
AU PACTETT, JOSEPH EDMUNO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF THE RADIOACTIVE MINERALS OF THE UNANNIFEROUS CONGLOMERATES, BLIND RIVER AREA.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0102.

AN ADG02-26356.
AU AZZARIA, LOUIS MUNTER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
TI DISTRIBUTION OF COPPER, LEAD AND ZINC IN THE MINERALS OF A GRANITE.
SO ADD VX1(96) P0102.

AN ADG02-25419.
AU PAL, IZZUD DIN.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
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TI COMMERCIAL POLICY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: WITH REFERENCE TO PAKISTAN.
SO ADD VX1(96)  P0049.

AN ADG02-25364.
AU CHAMBERS, FERGUS JAMES.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
SO ADD VX1(96)  P0046.

AN ADG02-25364.
AU SHAH, SAID AHMAD.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
TI STRUCTURAL OBSTACLES TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA.
SO ADD VX1(96)  P0045.

AN ADG02-24851.
AU BIRD, CHARLES DURHAM.
IN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY (0664) PH.D. 1960, 001PP.
TI VEGETATIONAL CHANGES AS RELATED TO WATERFOWL HABITAT IN AGRICULTURAL
WATER BODIES OF MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA.
SO ADD VX1(95)  P019.

AN ADG02-10830.
AU MCDONALD, JOSEPH B.
IN UNIVERSITY LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI THE ART OF AGRICULTURE ACCORDING TO THE TEACHING OF ST. THOMAS.
SO ADD VX1(95)  P0123.

AN ADG02-10736.
AU CUMBERLIDGE, JOHN TREVOR.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI SOME EXPERIMENTS ON SURFACE AND STRAIN ENERGY IN MINERALS.
SO ADD VX1(95)  P0119.

AN ADG02-10734.
AU BENSON, DAVID GWYN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI THE MINERALOGY OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK SULPHIDE DEPOSITS.
SO ADD VX1(95)  P0119.

AN ADG02-10384.
AU ELLIS, MARTHA JANE.
IN RADCLIFFE COLLEGE (0752) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI HALIFAX PARISH, 1558-1640: A SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STUDY.
SO ADD VX1(95)  P0102.

AN ADG02-10227.
AU OZIMA, MINORU.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI THE DATING OF MINERALS BY THE POTASSIUM - ARGON METHOD USING AN
ISOTOPE DILUTION METHOD AND THE APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO A
GEOLICAL PROBLEM.
SO ADD VX1195) P0095.

**********AN ADG02-10218.
AU PETRUK, WILLIAM.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI THE CLEARWATER COPPER-ZINC DEPOSIT AND ITS SETTING, WITH A SPECIAL
STUDY OF MINERAL ZONING AROUND SUCH DEPOSITS.
SO ADD VX1195) P0094.

**********AN ADG02-10205.
AU MILLER, ROBERT J..
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI GEOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF THE CEDAR BAY MINES AREA.
SO ADD VX1195) P0093.

**********AN ADG02-10200.
AU MACK, LESLIE E..
IN UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS (0094) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI GEOLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES OF OTTAWA COUNTY, KANSAS.
SO ADD VX1195) P0093.

**********AN ADG02-09325.
AU GALBRAITH, JOHN ALEXANDER.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF CANADIAN BANKING: AN ANALYSIS OF BANKING OPERATIONS
AND TRANSACTIONS.
SO ADD VX1195) P0047.

**********AN ADG02-09233.
AU DRUMMOND, IAN MACDONALD.
IN YALE UNIVERSITY (0265) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI CAPITAL MARKETS IN AUSTRALIA AND CANADA, 1895-1914: A STUDY IN
COLONIAL ECONOMIC HISTORY.
SO ADD VX1195) P0042.

**********AN ADG02-12728.
AU MCDONALD, DUNCAN MICHAEL.
IN THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (0098) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.
ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ASPECTS.
SO ADD VX1195) P0044.

**********AN ADG02-12615.
AU SCHMIDT, STEPHEN CHRISTOPHER.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.
TI MODELS OF CYCLICAL FLUCTUATIONS IN FARM MORTGAGE CREDIT.
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IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.

AN ADG02-12594.
AU VELAY, CLEMENT C.

THE ECONOMICS OF ROAD TRANSPORT.

IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.

AN ADG02-12593.
AU KUHN, TILLO ERNST.

INDIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT -- A STUDY IN ECONOMIC HISTORY AND THEORY.

IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.

AN ADG02-12591.
AU CHARLES, KOLILPILLAI JESUDAS.

THE UKANIUM SILICATE MINERALS.

IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.

AN ADG02-07406.
AU GORMAN, DONALD HERBERT.

THE URBAN SILICATE MINERALS AND ITS EFFECT ON LAKE SEDIMENTS.

IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.

AN ADG02-06865.
AU SCHMIDT, RICHARD C.

A GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF POPULATION TRENDS IN NEWFOUNDLAND.

IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.

AN ADG02-05826.
AU HENRY, ZIN A.

AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE GUARANTEED WAGE AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.

IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1958, 001PP.

AN ADG02-068043.
AU LITTLE, WILLIAM MELDRUM.
AN ADGO1-98749.
AU MUELLER, GEORGE V.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1955, 096PP.
TI EXPERIMENTAL WORK BEARING ON THE ORIGIN OF HYDROUS NICKEL-
MAGNESIUM-SILICATE MINERALS.
SO 1955EDITION.

AN ADGO1-98688.
AU PRUSTI, BANSI.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1955, 096PP.
TI GEOLOGY OF THE O'CONNOR LAKE AREA, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, WITH A OF
THE O'CONNOR LAKE AREA, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, WITH A SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE MINERAL DEPOSITS.
SO 1955EDITION.

AN ADGO1-95317.
AU PHiLLIPS, WILLIAM G.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TURKUTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1954, 001PP.
TI THE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT INDUSTRY IN CANADA—A STUDY IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITION.
SO 1954EDITION.

AN ADGO1-95242.
AU PUTTER, CLAVIN C.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1954, 001PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNTANCY.
SO 1954EDITION.

AN ADGO1-95238.
AU ADAMS, WILLIAM E.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1954, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF DEVELOPMENT.
SO 1954EDITION.

AN ADGO1-93363.
AU HUBERT, E. C.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1954, 001PP.
TI LE PROBLEME GEOGRAPHIQUE DE L'HIVER DANS LES CONTONS DE L'EST.
SO 1954EDITION.

AN ADGO1-89645.
AU RAFTIS, AMBROSE J.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1953, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIC COOPERATION IN MODERN ECONOMIC HISTORY.
SO 1953EDITION.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Degree Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Adg01-73040.</td>
<td>A. BURMAN, SAVITRI G.</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>A STUDY OF CERTAIN URANIUM-BEARING MINERALS AND COMPOUNDS.</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Adg01-71903.</td>
<td>A. SUTHERLAND, ROBERT J.</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>GEOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS OF LAND USE IN NOVA SCOTIA.</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Adg01-71902.</td>
<td>A. NEATBY, LESLIE H.</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>ECONOMIC TRENDS CONNECTED WITH MONEY ECONOMY IN ROME AND THE ROMAN EMPIRE FROM THE TIME OF SCIPIO AFRICANUS TO 133 B.C.</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Adg01-71859.</td>
<td>A. GRAYSON, HENRY W.</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>STUDIES IN ECONOMIC FORECASTING BY GOVERNMENTS.</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Adg01-71859.</td>
<td>A. MARCUS, EDWARD.</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>ECONOMIC FLUCTUATIONS IN CANADA, 1927-1939.</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Adg01-71798.</td>
<td>A. GENTILCORE, R. LOUIS.</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>LAND USE AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN ANTIGONISH COUNTY, NOVA SCOTIA.</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Adg01-71615.</td>
<td>A. JAMES, ROBERT W.</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>WARTIME ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION: A STUDY OF RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AN ADG01-59884.
AU UNISCOL, ALMA P.
IN UNIVERSITÉ LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) PH.D. 1946, 162PP.
TI RURAL TEACHERS: RURAL LEADERS.
SO 1946 EDITION.

AN ADG01-59761.
AU BOWRING, JAMES R.
IN IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY (0047) PH.D. 1946, 677PP.
TI ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF AN ADEQUATE DIET IN CANADA.
SO 1946 EDITION.

AN ADG01-59732.
AU PATTERSON, HOWARD L.
IN CORNELL UNIVERSITY (0056) PH.D. 1946, 061PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC STUDY OF DAIRY FARMS IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, CANADA, 1939-43.
SO 1946 EDITION.

AN ADG01-58195.
AU GIBSON, WILLIAM LLOYD, JR.
IN UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA (0246) PH.D. 1945, 199PP.
TI AN ECONOMIC LAND CLASSIFICATION OF HALIFAX COUNTY.
SO 1945 EDITION.

AN ADG01-58130.
AU SAUERBREI, CLAUDE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1945, 293PP.
TI THE SETTLEMENT OF ISRAEL IN CANAAN IN THE LIGHT OF SOME CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES.
SO 1945 EDITION.

AN ADG01-57760.
AU WATSON, JAMES WREFORD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1945, 209PP.
TI THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE NIAGARA PENINSULA WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON CHANGES IN LAND USE AND SETTLEMENT.
SO 1945 EDITION.

AN ADG01-56700.
AU NUFFIELD, EDWARD WILFRID.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1944 100PP.
TI A STUDY OF SOME RARE UKE MINERALS.
SO 1944 EDITION.

AN ADG01-60598.
AU VAN ALSTINE, RALPH ER SkINE.
IN PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (0181) PH.D. 1944 125PP.
TI GEOLOGY AND MINERAL DEPOSITS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE AREA, BURIN PENINSULA, NEWFOUNDLAND.
TI COMMUNITY AND GEOGRAPHIC RELATIONS OF BRYOPHYTES IN SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO.
SO 1940 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-63944.
AU MICHENER, CHARLES EDWARD.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1940 065PP.
TI MINERALS ASSOCIATED WITH LARGE SULPHIDE BODIES OF THE SUDBURY TYPE.
SO 1940 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-63929.
AU SULLIVAN, JOHN W.
IN YALE UNIVERSITY (0265) PH.D. 1940 119PP.
TI GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE PORT AU PORT AREA, NEWFOUNDLAND.
SO 1940 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-63919.
AU MACLEAN, HUGH JAMES.
IN PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (0181) PH.D. 1940 119PP.
TI GEOLOGY AND MINERAL DEPOSITS OF THE LITTLE BAY AREA, NOTRE DAME BAY, NEWFOUNDLAND.
SO 1940 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-46944.
AU HUDSON, SAMUEL C.
IN CORNELL UNIVERSITY (0058) PH.D. 1939 001PP.
TI A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LONG-TERM MORTGAGE FINANCING BY THE SASKATCHEWAN FARM LOAN BOARD.
SO 1939 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-46081.
AU WILSON, NORMAN L.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1939 001PP.
TI AN INVESTIGATION OF THE METAMORPHISM OF THE ORIJKAVI TYPE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ZINC - LEAD DEPOSITS AT MONTAUBAN-LES-MINES, QUEBEC.
SO 1939 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-35965.
AU EASTERBROOK, WILLIAM T. J.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1938 001PP.
TI FARM CREDIT IN CANADA.
SO 1938 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-35964.
AU BRITNELL, GEORGE E.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1938 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SASKATCHEWAN.
SO 1938 EDITION.

************************************************************************************************************
AN ADG01-35086.
AU BETZ, FREDERICK.
IN PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (0181) PH.D. 1938 001PP.
TI GEOLOGY AND MINERAL DEPOSITS OF THE CANADA BAY AREA, NORTHERN NEWFOUNDLAND.
SO 1938 EDITION.

AN ADG01-39104.
AU HUTCHESON, AUSTIN E.
IN UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA (0175) PH.D. 1937 001PP.
TI PRE-LOYALIST NOVA SCOTIA: PROVINCIAL SETTLEMENT, GOVERNMENT, ECONOMY, AND INSTITUTIONS UNDER THE OLD BRITISH EMPIRE.
SO 1937 EDITION.

AN ADG01-38316.
AU ROBERTSON, ELIZABETH H. C.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1937 001PP.
TI LOW MINERAL DIETS AND INTESTINAL STASIS.
SO 1937 EDITION.

AN ADG01-37926.
AU BROWN, WILLIAM L.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1937 001PP.
TI LUMINESCENCE IN MINERALS.
SO 1937 EDITION.

AN ADG01-32502.
AU MEEN, VICTOR B.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1936 001PP.
TI THE TEMPERATURE OF FORMATION OF VEIN QUARTZ AND SOME ASSOCIATED MINERALS.
SO 1936 EDITION.

AN ADG01-32501.
AU JOHNSTON, WILBERT E.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1936 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF THE GOLD-BEARING TELLURIDE MINERALS.
SO 1936 EDITION.

AN ADG01-32453.
AU BYERS, ALFRED R.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1936 001PP.
TI THE GEOLOGY AND MINERAL DEPOSITS OF THE NIGHT HAWK LAKE AREA, ONTARIO.
SO 1936 EDITION.

AN ADG01-12483.
AU WOODS, DAVID S.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (0330) PH.D. 1935 001PP.
TI FINANCING THE SCHOOLS OF RURAL MANITOBA.
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MINING DISTRICT, QUEBEC.
SO ADD C1918011.

AN ADG03-02481.
AU HAMPTON, PETER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1963, 001PP.
TI FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND THE THEORY OF ECONOMIC GROWTH, EXAMINED WITHIN
THE FRAMEWORK OF CANADIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02265.
AU DE SION, MARIE THADDEA.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1946, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN THE GHETTO, TOGETHER WITH THE ASPIRATIONS OF THE JEWS AS DESCRIBED BY GHETTO WRITERS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02247.
AU SAUNDERS, STANLEY ALEXANDER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1933, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMIC WELFARE OF THE MARITIME PROVINCES.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02241.
AU CURLLEY, WILFRID.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1942, 001PP.
TI CHESTERTON'S POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC VIEWS AS EXPRESSED IN HIS WORKS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02223.
AU LEMIEUX, UMER ADRIEN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1940, 001PP.
TI DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE IN CANADA DURING THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02210.
AU STOTHERS, C. E.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) D.PAED. 1934, 001PP.
TI THE TECHNIQUE OF INVESTIGATION IN A RURAL INSPECTORATE.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02209.
AU STAPLES, R. O.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) D.PAED. 1946, 001PP.
TI THE ONTARIO RURAL TEACHER SELECTION, PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND INSERVICE GUIDANCE.
SO ADD C1977030.
AN ADG03-02207.
AU SIUTHAM, H. D.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) D.PAED. 1933, 001PP.
TI THE VALIDATION OF AN OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT IN GEOGRAPHY.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02192.
AU MADILL, A. J.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) D.PAED. 1930, 001PP.
TI A HISTORY OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN ONTARIO.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02191.
AU MCMILLAN, G.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) D.PAED. 1924, 001PP.
TI THE AGRICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOL IN ONTARIO.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02188.
AU MCGILL, G. W.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) D.PAED. 1927, 001PP.
TI OBJECTIVE TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02162.
AU CHATWIN, A. E.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) D.PAED. 1938, 001PP.
TI AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE MOTION PICTURE FILM IN THE TEACHING OF
GEOGRAPHY.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-02056.
AU JAEGER, MARTIN JEROME.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1963, 001PP.
TI AN ENQUIRY INTO THE FEASIBILITY OF USING PRODUCTION CONTROL AS A
MEANS OF Raising AGRICULTURAL INCOMES IN CANADA.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01867.
AU GARNEAU, JEAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) D.PH. 1952, 001PP.
TI FACTEURS DE RETARD PEDAGOGIQUE DANS UN MILIEU RURAL.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01804.
AU KELLY, LAURENCE ALEXANDER.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.
TI UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE IN CANADA; ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL
ASPECTS.
SO ADD C1977030.
AN ADG03-01620.
AU QUICK, EDISON.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) Ed.D. 1967, 001PP.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01581.
AU SINGH, I. J.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) Ph.D. 1966, 001PP.
TI IMPACT OF CROP YIELD INSTABILITY ON THE FARM BUSINESS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01422.
AU FAILAISE, NOEL.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) Ph.D. 1954, 001PP.
TI LES LLES DE LA MADELEINE; ETUDE GEOGRAPHIQUE.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01421.
AU TAYLOR, ANDREW.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) Ph.D. 1957, 001PP.
TI PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE QUEEN ELISABETH ISLANDS IN THE CANADIAN ARCTIC ARCHIPELAGO.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01420.
AU MACKAY, J. ROSS.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) Ph.D. 1949, 001PP.
TI THE REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE LOWER OTTAWA VALLEY.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01419.
AU KIMBLE, GEORGE H. T..
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) Ph.D. 1948, 001PP.
TI GEOGRAPHY IN THE MIDDLE AGES AT ESMERALDO DE SITU-ORBIS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01418.
AU JOST, TADEUSZ.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) Ph.D. 1956, 001PP.
TI THE GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECT OF THE NORTHWESTERN SLOPES OF THE SWAN HILLS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-01417.
AU PERKON, JEAN-ROCH.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) D.E.S. 1960, 001PP.
TI GEOGRAPHIE REGIONALE DE LA BASSE VALLEE DU GOUFFRE.
SO ADD C1977030.
AN ADG 03-01416.
AU CATÉLIÈRE, M.-HUBERT.
IN UNIVERSITE LAVAL (CANADA) (0726) D. D'UNIV. 1953, 001PP.
TI LE PROBLÈME GÉOGRAPHIQUE DE L'HIVER DANS LES CANTONS DE L'EST.
SO ADD C11977030.

AN ADG 03-01356.
AU GARNEAU, JÉAN.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) PH. D. 1951, 001PP.
TI FACTEURS DE RETARD PEDAGOGIQUE DANS UN MILIEU RURAL.
SO ADD C11977030.

AN ADG 03-01346.
AU UHLMAN, HAROLD JOSHUA.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0331) PH. D. 1959, 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC CHANGES IN RURAL ALBERTA ON THE FINANCING OF EDUCATION.
SO ADD C11977030.

AN ADG 03-01341.
AU STENGER, ALFRED.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH. D. 1948, 001PP.
TI STUDY OF CERTAIN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC FISHERIES INDUSTRY.
SO ADD C11977030.

AN ADG 03-01119.
AU SEGUIN, MAURICE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) PH. D. 1948, 001PP.
TI LA NATION CANADIENNE ET L'AGRICULTURE, 1760-1850.
SO ADD C11977030.

AN ADG 03-01118.
AU TAPÉ, CHARLES DANIEL.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH. D. 1953, 001PP.
TI STUDIES ON THE MINERAL NUTRITION OF CERTAIN CROP PLANTS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO IRON AND MANGANESE SUPPLY.
SO ADD C11977030.

AN ADG 03-00926.
AU BRISTOL, CALVERT CLARK.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH. D. 1966, 001PP.
TI THE QUANTITATIVE X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION DETERMINATION OF MINERALS IN SOME METAMORPHOSED VOLCANIC ROCKS.
SO ADD C11977030.

AN ADG 03-00805.
AU SRIVASTAVA, VINOD SHANKER.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH. D. 1966, 001PP.
TI MINERAL IONS IN THE GROWTH AND METABOLISM OF MARINE HUMINOUS BACTERIA.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00788.
AU SINGH, INDRA JIT.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1966, 001PP.
TI IMPACT OF CROP YIELD INSTABILITY ON THE FARM BUSINESS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00781.
AU CHAUDHRY, GHULAM HAIDER.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1965, 001PP.
TI EXCHANGE OF SODIUM ON CLAY MINERALS BY LEACHING WITH CALCIUM-SULPHATE.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00760.
AU RUMALIS, ROCHELLE S.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI THE RURAL COMMUNITY AND THE TOTAL SOCIETY DURING ECONOMIC CHANGE IN ST. LUCIA; A CASE STUDY.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00756.
AU MILTON, HELEN I.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE (CANADA) (0514) TH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI USE AND INTERPRETATION OF PAULINE MATERIALS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ST. BASIL'S ASCETICA.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00485.
AU RAJASFKARAN, KONNUR CHANDRASEKARAN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI MINERALOGY AND PETROLOGY OF NEPHELINE SYENITE IN MONT ST. HILAIRE, QUEBEC.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00479.
AU GOLIGHTLY, JOHN PAUL.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI THE 3D ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF SOME MINERALS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00471.
AU BRIERE, ROGER.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (O992) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.
TI GEOGRAPHIE DU TOURISME AU QUEBEC.
SO ADD C1977030.
AN ADG03-00469.
AU INNES, FRANK CECIL.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.
TI PLANTATION AND PEASANT FARM; A VERTICAL THEME IN THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF BARBADOS, 1627-1960.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00442.
AU SMITH, GORDON WAINWRIGHT.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.
TI THE ADSORPTION OF DEHYDROABIETYLAMINE ACETATE ON OXIDE MINERALS.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00410.
AU PETERS, JOHN RUSS.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMICS OF PRIVATE PLACEMENTS IN CANADA.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00408.
AU MANDAL, MOHAMMED SOLAIMAN.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND EXCHANGE-RATE POLICY; THEORY AND EXPERIENCE.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00405.
AU AKOWOLU, EDWARD AYOADE.
IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI THE PROBLEMS OF INVESTMENT ALLOCATION IN PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO NIGERIA.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00262.
AU MACLOUGALL, EDWARD BRUCE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1967, 001PP.
TI FARM NUMBER CHANGES IN RELATION TO LAND CAPABILITY AND ALTERNATIVE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY IN THE NORTH PART OF CENTRAL ONTARIO.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00170.
AU VAGNERS, ULDIS JANIS.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO (CANADA) (0784) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI MINERAL DISTRIBUTION IN TILLS IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ONTARIO.
SO ADD C1977030.

AN ADG03-00154.
AU UREN, PHILIP ERNEST.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
TI THE IMPACT OF SOCIALISM ON THE RURAL LANDSCAPE OF HUNGARY; WITH
Q0071
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SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE COUNTY OF SOMOGY.
SO ADD C1977030.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG03-00131.
AU VOGT, REINHARD HELMUT.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI AN ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ECONOMIC PLANNING AND STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN EAST GERMAN INDUSTRY, 1959-1968.
SO ADD C1977030.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG03-00130.
AU JAINKARAIN, ISERDEU.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL COUNTRIES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO GUYANA.
SO ADD C1977030.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG03-00045.
AU GOLD, CHRISTOPHER MALCOLM.
IN MC GILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA) (0781) PH.D. 1970, 001PP.
TI MINERALOGY OF SOME ORTHIC PODSOLS IN QUEBEC.
SO ADD C1977030.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG02-98341.
AU ROBLES, LAUREANO.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
TI L'ANTHROPOLOGIE RELIGIEUSE CHEZ ISIDORE DE SEVILLE; ETUDE HISTORIQUE DES SOURCES.
SO ADD C1977029.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG02-98381.
AU DEBRECZENY, JOSEPH.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) PH.D. 1961, 001PP.
SO ADD C1977029.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG02-98153.
AU UHLMAN, H. J.
IN UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA) (0351) PH.D. 1959, 001PP.
TI A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC CHANGES IN RURAL ALBERTA ON THE FINANCING OF EDUCATION.
SO ADD C1977029.

******************************************************************************
AN AUG02-98141.
AU WALKER, H. V. H.
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1964, 001PP.
TI ECONOMIES OF FARM SIZE IN THE CARMAN AREAS OF MANITOBA.
SO ADD C1977029.
AN ADGO2-98140.
AU LEMIEUX, O. A. 
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1940, 001PP.
TI THE DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE IN CANADA DURING THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.
SO ADD C1977029.

AN ADGO2-98137.
AU SAUNDERS, S. A.
IN UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO (CANADA) (0779) PH.D. 1933, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMIC WELFARE OF THE MARITIME PROVINCES.
SO ADD C1977029.

AN ADGO2-98136.
AU DE SION, MARIE THADDEAE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA (CANADA) (0918) PH.D. 1946, 001PP.
TI THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN THE GHETTO, TOGETHER WITH THE ASPIRATIONS OF THE JEWS AS DESCRIBED BY GHETTO WRITERS.
SO ADD C1977029.

AN ADGO2-97936.
AU KINGSTON, PAUL WILLIAM ERROL.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
TI THE NATURALLY OCCURRING COBALT IRON SULPHARSENIDE MINERALS.
SO ADD C1977029.

AN ADGO2-97932.
AU SHERWOOD, HERBERT GORDON.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI THE QUANTITATIVE MINERALOGY OF FORTY-FIVE CANADIAN BASE METAL SULPHIDE ORE DEPOSITS.
SO ADD C1977029.

AN ADGO2-97925.
AU MILLAR, JAMES FRANCIS VERCHERE.
IN UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY (CANADA) (0026) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.
TI ARCHAEOLOGY OF FISHERMAN LAKE, WESTERN DISTRICT OF MACKENZIE, N.W.T.
SO ADD C1977029.

AN ADGO2-97879.
AU HARKNESS, JON POLLOCK.
IN QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON (CANADA) (0283) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
TI MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY IN CLOSED AND OPEN ECONOMICS: THE PORTFOLIO APPROACH.
SO ADD C1977029.

AN ADGO2-97877.
AU GIRARD, JACQUES.
IN UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL (CANADA) (0992) PH.D. 1969, 001PP.
**Geographical Study of the Manufacturing Industry of Quebec.**

**J. W. Li, Lew-King.**

IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (CANADA) (0303) PH.D. 1968, 001PP.

**Technological Change in Canadian Agriculture.**

SO ADD C1977029.